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SUMMARIES 
A discussion of the manner in which discoveries 
in non-Euclidean geometry, combined with the Weiers- 
trassian attitude towards mathematics, led Wilhelm 
Killing, one of Weierstrass' students, to initiate a 
research program on foundations of geometry that led 
to his groundbreaking investigations on the structure 
of Lie algebras. 
Cet article analyse comment la decourverte de 
nouveaux r6sultats en ggom&rie non-euclidienne, 
associee B une attitude weierstrassienne face aux 
mathdmatiques, amena Wilhelm Killing, un Qtudiant 
de Weierstrass, 2 entreprendre un programme de re- 
cherches sur les fondements de la g6om&rie, pro- 
gramme par lequel il devint un pionnier de 1'6tude 
de la structure des alg&bres de Lie. 
Es wird dargelegt, in welcher Weise die Entdek- 
kungen auf dem Gebiet der nichteuklidischen Geometrie, 
verbunden mit der Weierstrass'schen Einstellung zur 
Mathematik, Wilhelm Killing (einen Schiiler von Weier- 
strass) veranlassten, ein Forschungsprogramm iiber die 
Grundlagen der Geometrie zu entwickeln. Dies fiihrte 
zu seinen tiefsch5rfenden Untersuchungen iiber die 
Struktur von Lie-Algebren. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1888 Wilhelm Killing (1847-19231, a relatively unknown 
professor of mathematics at the Lyceum Hosianum in Braunsberg, 
East Prussia, published the first of a series of papers entitled 
"Die Zusammensetzung der stetigen, endlichen Transformationsgruppen 
By virtue of these papers Killing earned for himself a place in 
the annals of mathematics, for they contain the fundamentals of 
what would today be described as the structure theory of Lie 
algebras. Such key notions as the rank of an algebra, semisimple 
algebra, Cartan subalgebra, root systems, and Cartan integers 
originated with Killing, as did the striking theorem enumerating 
all possible structures for finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras 
over the field of complex numbers. The extraordinary and unpre- 
cedented nature of Killing's work attracted the attention of Elie 
Cartan, who devoted the early stages of his career to perfecting 
and extending Killing's methods and results. Both Cartan and Theodo. 
Molien also used Killing's results as a paradigm for the develop- 
ment of the structure theory of finite-dimensional linear asso- 
ciative algebras over the complex field, obtaining thereby the 
theorems on semisimple algebras later extended by Wedderburn to 
abstract fields and then applied by Emmy Noether to the matrix 
representation of finite groups [ll. Furthermore, in the 1920's 
Hermann Weyl [1925-19261, who, unlike Cartan, was familiar with 
the theory of group characters and representations of Frobenius 
and I. Schur, recognized in the Killing-Cartan structure theory 
the requisite tools for the determination of all irreducible re- 
presentations of semisimple groups, thereby contributing de- 
cisively to the extension of representation theory to continuous 
groups. 
Killing's investigations thus launched a series of develop- 
ments which have since become an integral part of contemporary 
mathematics. Because of their greater scope, rigor and clarity, 
the later developments have rendered Killing's work obsolete and 
erased all vestiges of its historical dimension. Intrigued by the 
question of how such a relatively obscure figure came to create 
such significant and difficult mathematics, I have attempted to 
restore that historical dimension 121. The purpose of the present 
study is to examine the intellectual climate within which Killing 
formulated the research program that eventually produced his cel- 
ebrated series of papers. As the title indicates, I distinguish 
two major influences. The discoveries in non-Euclidean geometry 
and the concomitant reflections on the foundations of geometry 
formed the context of his work. His research program was not 
concerned with algebra as such but with the foundations of geometry 
in light of the existence of non-Euclidean geometries. In addition, 
his work bears the imprint of Weierstrass and, more generally, the 
atmosphere at the University of Berlin. During the decade (1867- 
1877) he spent in Berlin as student and then teacher, Killing 
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acquired both specific mathematical tools and a general attitude 
toward mathematics which imbued his geometrical work with a dis- 
tinctive cast that was untypical of the period and that provided 
the framework for him to articulate the notion of a Lie algebra 
and the problem of determining all possible structures. Thus 
although this essay is concerned with a specific episode in the 
history of algebra, it bears upon more general historical con- 
siderations by shedding new light on the ways in which non- 
Euclidean geometry, on the one hand, and the Berlin school 
centered around Weierstrass, on the other hand, influenced the 
development of mathematical thought in the 19th century. 
Although Killing conceived his research program as early as 
1878-1879, he first sketched his ideas publicly in two brief 
essays, Grundbegriffe und Grunds;itze der Geometrie [1880b] and 
Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes [1884], each published by the 
Gymnasium at which he was currently teaching and containing as 
appendix the program of courses for the forthcoming term [3]. 
In the second essay, Killing introduced the equivalent of the con- 
cept of a Lie algebra and proposed, as a central problem of his 
program on the foundations of geometry, the determination of 
all possible structures (as we would now say) for such algebras. 
The year after Erweiterung appeared, Killing learned through 
Felix Klein that Sophus Lie of Christiania, Norway (now Oslo) 
had been working on related matters since 1873. It is not my 
intention in this essay to discuss the work of Lie in any detail, 
but it is necessary to briefly clarify its relation to Killing's 
work, especially that done after he had learned about Lie. The 
points made below have been elaborated and substaniated else- 
where 143. 
Lie's interest in the theory of differential equations had 
led him to the general concept of an r- parameter continuous 
group of transformations x! =f.(x ,...,x ;a ,...,a ), i=l,...,n. 
The problem of determininglalllsu$h grou& $as a c&tral concern 
of his research program in differential equations. Futhermore, 
his discovery that the infinitesimal transformations of such a 
group form an r-dimensional Lie algebra (as we would say), 
enabled him to determine all such groups for n=l and 2 and, 
eventually and with considerably more difficulty, for n= 3. Lie's 
priority and the fact that Killing was aware of his work for 
several years before 1888, however, in no way diminishes the 
historical significance of Killing's independently c?nceived re- 
search program and its background. The sequence of events cul- 
minating in their publication obviously would never have occurred 
had not Killing been involved with his own research program on 
foundations of geometry when he learned about Lie. Furthermore, 
even after he was apprised of the existence of Lie's work and 
had obtained copies of some of his papers, their effect upon him 
was more inspirational than educational. From Killing's corre- 
spondence with F. Engel we learn that Killing had pursued his 
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algebraic problem more extensively than his essay of 1884 indicates; 
and although his results were far from completely established or 
fully understood in terms of their general import, he had devised 
the methods and approach by means of which he was ultimately to 
achieve success. They reflect his training at Berlin rather than 
the influence of Lie. Indeed, the correspondence between Killing 
and Engel is curiously interesting because, although they were 
both concerned with the structure of Lie algebras, they had 
difficulty communicating their methods because they were entirely 
different. When confronted with Lie's work, Killing was reluctant 
to build upon it as opposed to pursuing his own goals by his own 
methods. Indeed, Killing never managed to master Lie's methods. 
It was in part because Cartan was well versed in the methods of 
both Lie and Killing that he succeeded in filling in the gaps 
left by Killing so as to confirm his main results and go beyond 
them. Lie's work served to inspire Killing and also to focus 
his attention upon the more manageable problem (of prime importance 
to Lie's research program) of determining the structures of all 
simple algebras over the complex field, a problem the solution 
of which Killing was able to fashion from his prior, but tentative, 
investigations of special cases of the general structure problem. 
The following essay consists of five main sections. In the 
first I discuss Killing's experiences as a student in Berlin 
(1867-1872) and point out the Weierstrassian tenor of his doctoral 
dissertation, which bears many resemblances to his essay of 1884, 
at least in terms of tools employed and general attitude. Section 
2 traces Killing's involvement with non-Euclidean geometry and 
foundations from his participation in Weierstrass' seminar on 
foundations of geometry (1872) to his first public declaration 
of his general research program in Grundbegriffe und Grundsatze 
der Geometrie [1880b]. In Section 3, I indicate how, in Erweite- 
rung des Raumbegriffes 118841, he transformed the general program 
into analytical terms, thereby introducing the equivalent of the 
notion of a Lie algebra and the problem of determining all possible 
structures. Having thus indicated the nature of Killing's research 
program on foundations of geometry and how it leads to the al- 
gebraic problem concerning Lie algebras, I return in the remain- 
ing sections to the context of, and influences upon, Killing's 
research program. In Section 4, Killing's work is related to 
the speculations on the foundations of geometry of Riemann and 
Helmholtz. Although, as I show, Killing's work bears the unmis- 
takable imprint of their ideas, it stands out as untypical in 
its response to their work. This point is developed further 
in the final section, where a comparison with Klein's Erlanger 
Programm serves to educe the underlying Weierstrassian element 
in Killing's work, which seems linked to precisely that peculiar 
slant to Killing's work that eventuated in the algebraic problem 
of the structure of Lie algebras. 
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The appendixes contain the German texts of unpublished 
documents quoted or referred to in the essay. They also contain 
portions of Killing's inaccessible Programmschriften [1880b, 18841, 
including, with a few exceptions, those portions quoted in English 
in the essay. 
1. STUDENT YEARS IN BERLIN: 1867-1872 
Killing arrived at the University of Berlin for the winter 
semester, intent upon a career as a professor of mathematics in 
a Gymnasium such as he had attended [S]. Although his principal 
contributions to mathematics were published over twenty years 
later, the orientation of his entire mathematical output was es- 
tablished during the decade he spent in Berlin. The stunning 
impression that the University made upon him was partly by way 
of contrast with his disappointing experiences at Miinster, where 
he had begun his university studies in 1865. At Miinster there 
were no mathematicians. The mathematics courses were taught by 
an observational astronomer who confessed to a limited training 
in mathematics. The students were equally disappointing, for, 
as Killing later recalled, they "showed almost no interest what- 
soever in science itself: they wished (with very few exceptions) 
to study only what was needed for the examinations..." [Oellers 
1925, 221. Killing experienced the same sort of intellectual 
isolation at Miinster that he had experienced in the earlier stages 
of his education. Once again he found it necessary to learn 
mathematics through self study. 
After four semesters at Miinster, Killing enrolled at the 
University of Berlin, by then the center of mathematics in 
Germany. Here mathematics was not taught by observational 
astronomers but by Kummer, Weierstrass, and Kronecker, who coordi- 
nated their lectures so as to provide students with a solid founda- 
tion in the principal branches of mathematics 163. There was 
also a growing population of talented mathematics students at 
the pre- and postdoctoral levels, a student-run Mathematische 
Verein which sponsored lectures, discussions, and problem-solving 
contests, and the famous mathematics seminar conducted by Weier- 
strass and Kummer. 
Like many other students, Killing was attracted especially 
by Weierstrass, "who, as no other [teacher], influenced my 
scientific education" [1897, 23. The appeal of Weierstrass in 
Killing's case is somewhat unusual, however, because Killing was 
at heart a geometer. His love for mathematics began when as a 
schoolboy he became fascinated by a book on planimetric construc- 
tions that he had picked up on his own initiative; and his favorite 
authors at Miinster were Pliicker and Hesse, whose treatises on 
analytic geometry he studied assiduously [Oellers 1925, 22-231. 
With few exceptions, everything he was to publish concerned 
geometry. Given his predilection for geometry, Kummer would have 
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seemed the more logical choice for a dissertation advisor. He 
had done significant work in algebraic geometry and had directed 
many doctoral dissertations on geometrical themes: of the 31 
dissertations submitted in 1857-1875 with Kummer as erster Gutachter 
18 (58%) had been on geometric topics. 
Nonetheless, Killing came under the spell of Weierstrass, 
who was at heart an analyst and who sought to avoid any appeal 
to geometry in his development of the foundations of analysis [7]. 
Part of his appeal may have been due to their common background. 
Like Killing, Weierstrass was a solid Westphalian, whose speech 
betrayed his origins [Lampe 1897, 231; and he was also a Catholic, 
which may have been significant to Killing, an extremely devout 
Catholic 181. There were also more universal grounds for his 
appeal. Killing appreciated his openness with students, his 
willingness to engage in scientific discussion outside the lecture 
hall, his concern for the personal welfare of his students, and 
his generosity with mathematical ideas [Killing 1897, 161. 
Weierstrass' lectures also seem to have struck a responsive 
chord in Killing. In them he found the challenge and inspiration 
that had been sorely lacking in his previous mathematical instruc- 
tion, for the lectures were aimed at students who, "with a genuine 
enthusiasm for their discipline," were willing to expend the con- 
siderable time and energy required "in order to be able to enjoy 
the noble joys of mathematical knowledge and research" 11897, 151. 
Through Weierstrass' cycle of lectures on analysis, Killing came 
in contact with the critical and highly theoretical tendency that 
characterized all his mathematics but especially the lectures 
developing the foundations of analysis by arithmetical means which 
excluded any reliance upon intuition or physical considerations [9]. 
Killing was impressed by the critical attitude expressed by 
Weierstrass, and by Kronecker [lo], and also by the emphasis upon 
the importance placed upon foundational investigations. As I 
shall attempt to show, these Weierstrassian traits are reflected, 
albeit idiosyncratically, in Killing's geometrical investigations. 
Writing a geometrical dissertation under Weierstrass did pose 
a problem, but the solution was provided by Weierstrass' theory 
of elementary divisors 118683. During Killing's first semester 
at Berlin, Weierstrass probably presented the theory in his 
lectures, "Theorie der Determinanten und deren Anwendungen," which 
in all likelihood Killing attended. The theory and, more generally, 
the transformation of quadratic and bilinear forms were also dis- 
cussed in Berlin since Kronecker and students such as Frobenius 
were also interested in the subject. It is necessary to have a 
general understanding of the theory of elementary divisors and 
the background to its creation since the theory embodied the 
critical spirit of Weierstrass' mathematics in ways that are 
particularly significant for Killing's work. I have discussed 
these matters in detail elsewhere Ill], and will restrict myself 
here to mentioning some essential points. 
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The theory of elementary divisors is concerned with conditions 
permitting the transformation of one family of bilinear forms, 
such as n n 
PP + qQ or P + XQ, P = i,J = lAijXiYj ' q Q= i 5--l B..x.y., , =J = J 
into another such family by means of nonsingular linear trans- 
formations of the x and y variables. By means of the concept of 
the elementary divisors of the determinant IpP + qQ1, Weierstrass 
was able to establish necessary and sufficient conditions that 
two families be transformable into one another. The elementary 
divisors are connected with the Jordan canonical form of the 
coefficient matrix associated with the family and are the determi- 
nants of the Jordan blocks. (Incidentally, in developing the 
theory, Weierstrass introduced this canonical form independently 
of and prior to Jordan.) Weierstrass' theory of elementary 
divisors represented his critical attitude toward algebraic 
analysis as practiced in the 18th and early 19th centuries. One 
tendency of analytical reasoning in that period was to concentrate, 
with varying degrees of awareness, on the so-called "general case" 
in which the symbols are regarded as having "general" values, i.e., 
values lacking specific characteristics that might occur for "un- 
typical" or Nsingular" instances of specification of the symbols. 
The peculiar circumstances that can arise for certain specifica- 
tions were more or less ignored. I have termed such reasoning 
generic. Weierstrass' dissatisfaction with the generic treat- 
ment of the principal axis theorem and the integration of systems 
of linear differential equations with constant coefficients turned 
his interest to the theory of quadratic and bilinear forms. From 
the generic standpoint the characteristic roots of IP + )\Ql = 0 
are all distinct. Weierstrass' critical attitude demanded an 
exhaustive analysis of the myriad of nongeneric cases. The theory 
of elementary divisors afforded the means to carry out the analy- 
sis systematically and yet with the elegance that was so admira- 
ble in the work of Jacobi (who, however, was practitioner of 
generic reasoning). 
Weierstrass' publications on the tranformation of forms 
11858, 18681 demonstrated more than theorems. To his colleagues 
and students, such as Kronecker and Frobenius, they demonstrated 
the possibility and desirability of a more rigorous and system- 
atic approach to algebraic analysis. More generally, they exem- 
plified the critical attitude that Weierstrass sought to instill 
in his students. As he explained in a letter to his former 
student, H. A. Schwarz, he attempted above all to teach his stu- 
dents "to regard clarity and truth as of the utmost necessity in 
science . . . to avoid and to hate . . . empty talk on half-under- 
stood matters," and to pursue their own work with "the convic- 
tion . . . that the attainment of general results is the supreme 
goal but that it is achieved only by way of thorough investiga- 
tion [griindliche Durchforschung]" 1121. It was by virtue of his 
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insistence on a thorough investigation of all the analytical 
possibilities that Weierstrass attained his goal of a general 
result on the equivalence of families of forms. 
The link between the theory of elementary divisors and qeo- 
metry was provided for Killing by the theory of quadric surfaces. 
In homogeneous coordinates, a quadric surface is given by an 
equation P = 0, where P is a quadratic form in the four homo- 
geneous coordinates of space. A pencil of such surfaces is 
determined by P + XQ = 0 or pP f qQ = 0, where Q is likewise 
a quadratic form. The leading texts on analytic geometry did 
not go beyond the generic level in their discussions of these 
pencils. An attempt to rectify the situation was made by Jacob 
Liiroth [1868]. He recognized that the geometrical nature of the 
pencil P + XQ = 0 depends upon the characteristic equation 
IP + AQ( = 0 and upon whether one or more of its roots are also 
roots of all minor determinants, but his analysis of the possi- 
bilities, done without benefit of the theory of elementary 
divisors, was incomplete. Killing sought to treat the matter 
thoroughly in his doctoral dissertation, Der Flkhenbuschel 
zweiter Ordnung [1872] l-131. 
In the introduction, Killing wrote that his intention was 
"to give the geometrical interpretation of a work which my esteemed 
teacher Herr Weierstrass read before the Academy on 18 May 1868." 
The reference was of course to Weierstrass' paper on elementary 
divisors; and in presenting its geometrical interpretation, Kill- 
ing tacitly transferred the Weierstrassian spirit to the realm 
of geometry: in geometrical investigations also it is necessary 
to explore all the possibilities disclosed by the analytical 
framework and not just those of primary geometrical interest. 
The general tendency among geometers at this time was not in 
accordance with this viewpoint. (See in this connection the 
discussion of Klein's doctoral dissertation in Section 5.) Ad- 
hering to it, Killing began by classifying the pencils accord- 
ing to the elementary divisors of the associated determinant-- 
there are 13 cases--and then proceeded to make further distinc- 
tions according to whether the characteristic roots are real or 
complex. As Weierstrass explained in his official evaluation of 
the dissertation [141, the problem dealt with is not particularly 
difficult but it requires "great care and circumspection," pre- 
cisely the sort of characteristics cultivated by Weierstrass. 
Killing's dissertation displayed the systematic thoroughness that 
Weierstrass appreciated, and he cited it as the "sole exhaustive 
work" on the subject in lectures delivered as late as 1886-1887 
r151. 
I have stressed these Weierstrassian elements in Killing's 
dissertation because they can be seen as well in his essay 118841 
on the foundations of geometry. Both works have the same commit- 
ment to an exhaustive consideration of all the geometrical possi- 
bilities, however interesting they may be, that are deducible by 
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means of the analytical framework. One notable difference, how- 
ever, is the level of difficulty involved in carrying out the 
respective programs. Killing never achieved the level of rigor 
and completeness in his work on the foundations of geometry that 
he did in his dissertation, but instead opened up a vast world 
for further exploration. 
2. FROM NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY TO GENERAL SPACE FORMS: 1872-1880 
Killing received his doctorate in March of 1872, but continued 
his studies at Berlin through the summer semester of 1872 as a 
participant in the mathematics seminar 1163. The decision to 
attend the seminar was fateful because Weierstrass lectured on the 
foundations of geometry with particular reference to non-Euclidean 
geometry 1173. The choice of this subject is not as surprising as 
it may at first appear, since, despite the narrow range of his 
own publications, Weierstrass kept abreast of all the latest mathe- 
matical developments [Lampe 1897, 101. Certainly non-Euclidean 
geometry would fall within that category, for by 1870 it had 
begun to attract the attention it deserved, owing to a combination 
of events. The publication of Gauss' extensive correspondence 
with Schumacher (1860-1865), with its approving reference to the 
work of Lobachevsky, served to rescue it from oblivion 1181. And 
Beltrami's paper ]1868a] showing that plane Lobachevskian geometry 
could be interpreted as the geometry of a surface of constant, 
negative curvature convinced many mathematicians of its logical 
consistency. Equally significant was the appearance of the philo- 
sophically oriented essays of Riemann [1868] and Helmholtz [1868a, 
b] on the foundations of geometry, which attracted considerable 
attention among mathematicians and philosophers alike. Probably 
much of the motivation for Weierstrass' lectures was supplied by 
these essays. Riemann had been the highly respected rival of the 
Berlin mathematicians, and his work was studied with great care 
and interest in Berlin 1191. Furthermore, Helmholtz was, since 
1870, Weierstrass' colleague at the University, and we know that 
Weierstrass held him in high esteem 1201. 
Weierstrass' lectures thus exposed Killing to the subject 
that was to occupy him for the rest of his life. In order to 
fully appreciate the direction taken by his reflections on the 
foundations of geometry, it will be helpful to briefly recount 
the sequence of discoveries regarding non-Euclidean geometries 
with the perspective of Killing's work in mind [21]. Non-Euclidean 
geometry began with the discovery of Lobachevskian geometry, which 
showed that Euclidean geometry is not the only geometry that is 
logically consistent and, as far as could be determined, compati- 
ble with experience. Lobachevskian geometry involves a parameter 
k which may be regarded as the radius of curvature and which, for 
k = a, yields Euclidean geometry as a limiting case. The value of 
k, however, cannot be determined a priori so that geometry becomes 
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an empirical science. The discoverers of Lobachevskian geometry, 
however, tended to regard it much as Euclidean geometry had been 
regarded in the time of Kant: Lobachevskian geometry, including 
thereby the limiting case of Euclidean geometry, was tacitly 
regarded as embracing all the geometrical possibilities. 
Riemann's simple observation 11868, 2841 that the unbounded- 
ness of space has greater empirical certainty than its infinitude, 
so that a geometry corresponding to a manifold of constant positive 
curvature is also possible , was consequently sensational in its 
impact: it destroyed the absolute nature of Lobachevskian geometry. 
Although Riemann's discussion of manifolds of constant positive 
curvature is vague, it would seem that he identified the geometry 
of such a manifold with spherical geometry--at least that is how 
his essay was interpreted at the time. In spherical geometry, 
two points do not necessarily determine a unique "straight line" 
since they may be diametrically opposite. Spherical geometry 
thus violates what Beltrami termed the postulate of the straight 
line [1868a, 3773, and with Riemann's essay in mind, he implied 
that this was a characteristic property of geometries of constant 
positive curvature. This misconception, which was held by many 
mathematicians, including Weierstrass, was corrected by Felix 
Klein [1871b] and Simon Newcomb [1877], who showed, independently, 
that a geometry of positive curvature that does satisfy the 
postulate of the straight line is possible. Klein gave it the 
name elliptic geometry. 
Each new discovery revealed the unjustified limitations of 
the current perception of the geometrical possibilities. The 
situation was somewhat analogous to the contemporaneous one in 
analysis, where the discovery of new types of functions, such as 
continuous functions which oscillate infinitely often in any 
interval and fail to possess a derivative at most points, revealed 
to Weierstrass and his circle the untenable limitations of current 
perceptions of the nature of functions and their properties. Not 
everyone reacted to the analytical discoveries as they did in 
Berlin. Some sought to prove that continuous functions are 
"generally" differentiable [22], whereas Klein 11873331 proposed 
replacing the function concept with that of a "function strip" 
so as to make differentiability follow from continuity, thereby 
restoring the validity of our intuition of functions and their 
applicability to physical phenomena. Likewise, not everyone 
reacted to the discoveries in non-Euclidean geometry as did Kill- 
in9 , and I believe the Weierstrassian response to the existence 
of pathological functions colored Killing's attitude toward the 
foundations of geometry. This point is developed further in 
Section 4. 
Although the seeds were sown in Weierstrass' seminar lectures, 
it was some time before they bore fruit. After obtaining his 
doctorate, Killing prepared for and passed the examinations quali- 
fying him to teach at the Gymnasium level. Until 1878 he taught 
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at that level in Berlin. Preoccupied with his teaching duties 
as well as the rites of courtship and marriage, he published 
nothing for several years. The first sign of life we have is 
a review 118761 of Johann Frischauf's book, Elemente der absoluten 
Geometrie [1876]. Frischauf, a mathematics professor at the 
University of Graz, Austria, had earlier 118721 published a para- 
phrase of Bolyai's essay (1832) on absolute geometry. The purpose 
of his second book was to update it by including a discussion of 
the more recent work of Beltrami, Riemann, and, especially, Helm- 
holtz. At the conclusion of his generally favorable review, 
Killing expressed his gratitude to the author for writing such 
an informative and stimulating book. But Frischauf's book was 
in fact not as informative as it might have been. He had clearly 
failed to digest Klein's series of papers on non-Euclidean geometry, 
which are given only passing references in a few footnotes.[23]. 
As a consequence he followed in the footsteps of Beltrami and 
identified the geometry of a finite space with spherical geometry 
11876, 101 ff.]. Killing was also unaware of the contents of 
Klein's papers, at this time. Shortly after he reviewed Frischauf's 
book, Newcomb's paper [1877] appeared in Crelle's Journal and 
initiated Killing's lifelong research activity on non-Euclidean 
geometry and its foundations. 
Convinced of the validity of Newcomb's geometry, Killing dis- 
cussed his views with Weierstrass in the fall of 1877. Many years 
later, he recounted those discussions in a letter to Mittag-Leffler: 
At the time Weierstrass was entirely of Beltrami's 
opinion [regarding the geometry of a manifold of 
constant positive curvature] which was undoubtedly 
also shared by Riemann. At first I had some trouble 
bringing him to my view; but he then immediately made 
some investigations into the matter, although he did 
not wish to communicate anything of their content to 
me. Thereafter he always urged me to bring my investiga- 
tions to a conclusion. He repeatedly expressed his 
appreciation of my work and indicated that he was com- 
pletely familiar with its content.... [24] 
Thus encouraged, Killing published two papers [1878, 1880al aimed 
at showing, with the aid of the coordinates Weierstrass had intro- 
duced in his seminar lectures of 1872 [251, that there were three 
distinct, equally legitimate non-Euclidean geometries of constant 
curvature: Lobachevskian geometry, the spherical geometry of Rie- 
mann, and the geometry of Newcomb and Klein. These geometries, 
all of which Killing accepted as compatible with experience, he 
termed non-Euclidean space forms to distinguish them from the 
more general space forms that had come to occupy his attention 
and to which we must now turn. 
In 1878 Killing left Berlin for a position as dritter Oberleh- 
rer at the Gymnasium Petrinum in Brilon, Westphalia, where he had 
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once been a student. Then in 1880 he was appointed to a pro- 
fessorship at the Lyceum Hosianum, an academic training facility 
for prospective Catholic clergymen located in Braunsberg, East 
Prussia (now Braniewo, Poland]. Although far removed from Berlin 
and burdened with the duties of his office, Killing maintained 
his active interest in non-Euclidean geometry. Following the 
advice of Weierstrass 1261, he studied mechanics in non-Euclidean 
space forms and the purely geometrical theorems thereby required-- 
including theorems about quadric surfaces in non-Euclidean ge- 
ometries which involved the theory of elementary divisors [1883a, 
bl . Killing's work with non-Euclidean space forms culminated in 
a comprehensive book, Die Nicht-Euklidischen Raumformen in analy- 
tischer Behandlung [1885b], that Frischauf had encouraged him to 
write. The contents of the book, however, represented only a 
subsidiary part of his interests and deliberations relating to 
non-Euclidean geometry. As he explained in the foreword: "my own 
investigations in this domain [non-Euclidean space forms] were 
primarily intended as preliminary studies for more general space 
forms." 
It was his dissatisfaction with the present state of the 
foundations of geometry that led Killing to introduce these 
more general space forms. Already in his review of Frischauf's 
book, there is a hint of this dissatisfaction, for the one aspect 
of the book he criticized was the treatment of foundational matters 
Here it is a question of the development of the 
concepts: space, surface, line point; congruent; 
bounded and unbounded; finite and infinite. As valu- 
able as the given exposition is, it cannot be regarded 
as exhaustive; for it is not based on general concepts 
but rather upon representations [Vorstellungen] of a 
very limited character. 11876, 4651 
Killing outlined what he felt was the correct way to proceed in 
Grundbegriffe und GrundsZtze der Geometrie [1880b]. (See Appendix 
2.1 In order to provide the basis for an exhaustive exposition 
of the foundations of geometry, he began with the problem of 
determining the fundamental concepts (Grundbegriffe) and pro- 
positions (Grundsstze). According to him, concepts are formed 
by means of definitions which combine several previously given 
concepts to form a new one. Some concepts must therefore remain 
undefined and form the basis of all others; they are the funda- 
mental concepts. Likewise some propositions must be accepted 
without proof, and they are called the fundamental propositions. 
In order to obtain them it is necessary to examine the representa- 
tions associated with the fundamental concepts and derive from 
them propositions about these concepts which "make the construc- 
tion of geometry possible" [1880b, 31. 
Killing pointed out that the science of geometry that results 
from this procedure is necessarily abstract. It would be tempt- 
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ting, he explained, to believe that we could specify so many 
properties of the fundamental concepts from our representation 
of space that the resulting geometric system holds only for 
those representations. With the work of Beltrami and Klein in 
mind (he studied Klein's papers carefully in 1878), Killing in- 
formed the reader that such beliefs are unfounded: the same system 
of propositions can have several interpretations; thus the theo- 
rems of plane Euclidean geometry apply to a surface of zero 
curvature and to Klein's projective model (parabolic geometry). 
Not only is it impossible to uniquely determine the interpreta- 
tion of a system of geometrical propositions, Killing continued, 
it is also impossible to uniquely determine the system itself: 
For example, if from the assumptions that Euclid posits implicitly 
in his definitions and explicitly in his axioms only the parallel- 
postulate and that regarding the infinitude of the straight line 
are dropped, four possibilities arise, all of which, "as far as 
we can presently judge," agree with experience [1880b, 41. 
On the basis of these observations, which in turn reflect 
his assimilation of the developments in non-Euclidean geometry, 
Killing came to the following conclusions, which set the tone 
for his own work: 
It is therefore appropriate to posit as fundamental 
propositions only such truths as afford a consistent 
development and lead, through their investigation, to 
the various possibilities. We regard all investiga- 
tions of this type as branches of the same science and 
designate every individual possibility, with its 
further consequences, as a space form. Many may di- 
rectly contradict experience; others may be very un- 
likely; but they nonetheless all rest upon the same 
foundation and exhibit in their procedures of proof 
an unmistakable similarity. The fundamental proposi- 
tions do not suffice for the unique determination of 
a space form; for this further assumptions are required 
which may be designated as conditional propositions 
[EinschrankungssStze]. [p-4] 
The discoveries in non-Euclidean geometry thus convinced Killing 
that it is necessary to conceive and investigate the foundations 
of geometry on such an abstract, general level as to admit space 
forms that run counter to our intuitions and experiences of 
space, just, I suggest, as, e.g., Weierstrass' example (1872) of 
a continuous, nowhere differentiable function contradicted the 
usual intuition of a continuous curve. 
There is a further connection between Weierstrass and Killing's 
exceedingly abstract and general conception of geometry that 
should be mentioned at this point even though Killing does not 
refer to it in Grundbegriffe und Grundsstze. In a later dis- 
cussion [1892, 123-1241 of his conviction that geometry in the 
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narrow sense of the non-Euclidean space forms is but a small part 
of a broad scientific domain, the theory of general space forms, 
Killing remarked that the following considerations speak in favor 
of his view: If in a proper space form a straight line or plane 
or, more generally, some configuration [Gebilde] left invariant 
by all transformations of a subgroup, is regarded as the element, 
one is led to a system which exhibits all the characteristics of 
a general space form. The underlying idea of regarding lines or 
planes as the elements, rather than points, goes back, of course, 
to Pliicker. But it was Weierstrass who made Killing aware of the 
above implications of Pliicker's idea, for in his first paper [1878 
on non-Euclidean geometry Killing indicated an awareness of these 
implications and stated that he arrived at such conclusions on 
the basis of some remarks made by Weierstrass [27]. 
Although Killing had already begun to systematically explore 
the possibilities for space forms, in [1880b] he focused his 
attention on an exposition of the fundamental concepts and pro- 
positions. In formulating them he followed the lead of his former 
teacher, Helmholtz, whose work on foundations Weierstrass had 
discussed with him in Berlin [28]. Helmholtz perceived the facts 
at the basis of geometry in terms of the properties of mobile 
rigid bodies. Accordingly, Killing's fundamental concepts are: 
rigid body, part of a body, to fill (or cover) a space, time, 
rest, and motion. 
That these concepts cannot be dispensed with in ge- 
ometry scarcely requires mention. Indeed, the 
ancients often attempted to ban motion from geometry, 
but their fruitless attempts, which only led to a 
restriction and had many disadvantages in method of 
proof as a result, demonstrate that the concept is, 
at least for the time being, indispensable. [p.5] 
Such sentiments were already implicit in many discussions relat- 
ing to the parallel postulate, including the work of Lobachevsky, 
in the sense that some critical demonstrations depended upon the 
assumption that geometrical figures could be moved without alter- 
ing their form 1291. Thus J. Holiel, Lobachevsky's popularizer 
in France, declared explicitly in his Essai critique sur les 
principes fondamentaux de la gSom&trie . . . [1867, 471: "We re- 
quire that a figure of invariable form can be transported in any 
manner in its plane or in space. --All geometry is founded on the 
idea of the invariability of forms" [30]. Killing's work, conse- 
quently, was also in harmony with-the spirit of the purely mathe- 
matical literature on foundations of geometry. 
Accompanying the fundamental concepts are seven fundamental 
propositions.which Killing claimed (without proof) are indis- 
pensable in any geometry. The first two postulate the extension 
and impenetrability of bodies. The third lays the basis for a 
definition of congruence, and the fourth guarantees that the 
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motions act transitively on the bodies. The German text contain- 
ing all seven propositions is included in Appendix 2. They will 
not be discussed in greater detail here since Killing's analytica 
investigation of space forms depends rather loosely upon them. 
What is essential is his point of departure: the motions of rigid 
bodies. 
3. FROM SPACE FORMS TO LIE ALGEBRAS 
As the title of his book [1885b] indicates, Killing's work 
on non-Euclidean space forms focused upon their analytical treat- 
ment. It is thus not surprising to find that by the time Grund- 
begriffe und Grundsltze der Geometrie was published in 1880, he 
had already begun exploring the possibilities for space forms 
by the methods of analysis. A hint of these early analytical 
investigations is provided by Killing's correspondence with 
Felix Klein in 1880 [31]. In a letter of 5 October, Killing 
informed Klein that he had proved that space forms as conceived 
in Grundbegriffe und Grundsatze can be represented by continuous 
manifolds in the sense of Riemann, that is, by a system of n- 
tuples (x1,..., xn) of real numbers where the x. vary continuously. 
An analytical treatment of general space forms'was thus possible, 
and Killing implied he had done extensive work in this area: 
"I am even now in a position to specify all space forms for 
which the number n of dimensions and the degree of mobility m 
are given (n ?m < (n + l)2).*1 He promised to communicate further 
results of his investigations to Klein as soon as he found a 
more satisfying form for the equations involved, but Klein did 
not hear from him again on this matter until July 1884, when 
he received a copy of Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes 118841 in 
the mail [32]. 
The opening paragraph of the essay effectively summarizes 
the viewpoint from which it was written: 
The aim of the present work is to extend the concept 
of space in a manner which appears to me scarcely less 
necessary than that which previously led from Euclidean 
to non-Euclidean space. In this respect, I am following 
a work which I published in the 1880 Easter Program of 
the Brilon Gymnasium.... There I listed those concepts 
and judgments which are indispensable to geometry and 
which cannot be reduced to a smaller number.... Every 
system of further concepts and judgments which is compat- 
ible with the basic system I call a space form. I con- 
sider the most important space forms to be those which 
satisfy the assumptions implicitly posited by the primary 
definitions of Euclid. Aside from the system treated 
by him, the Euclidean space form, these [assumptions] 
are satisfied by three other systems. In order to 
signify, on the one hand, their close relation to the 
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primary definitions of Euclid and, on the other hand, 
their distinctness from his geometry, they may be 
designated as non-Euclidean space forms. They can 
be carried over to an arbitrary number of dimensions. 
Herewith the concept of a space form is, however, in 
no way exhausted. 
It is by the methods of analysis that Killing proposed to system- 
atically explore the possibilities inherent in the general concept 
of a space form. 
The analytical starting point is an n-dimensional continuous 
manifold of points (xl,. ..,xn) endowed (in a sense to be explained) 
with m degrees of mobility. Following Helmholtz 1331, Killing 
focused upon the behavior of infinitely small motions. Such a 
motion sends x = (xl,...,xn) into x + dx = (xl + dxl,...,xn + dx,), 
where 
dx = u (p) (x 
P 1 
,...,xn)dt, p = l,...,n. 
Integration of the system of differential equations (1) yields 
the corresponding finite motion, but it played a secondary role 
in Killing's analysis. The problem of determining all space 
forms was conceived as commencing with the problem of classifying 
the associated infinitesimal motions. In order to make the 
classification problem tractable, he began by prescribing some 
general properties of the infinitesimal motions of a space form, 
properties which endow them with the structure of a Lie algebra. 
The first property derives from the observation that if (1) 
defines a motion in an n-dimensional space form, then 
dxp = pu(P)dt, p = l,..., n, represents the same motion "if we 
ignore the velocity" [p.lO]. Next Killing considered the tradi- 
tional conception of the composition of infinitely small motions, 
according to which if dxp = ufofdt and dxp = v(P)dt are applied 
successively, the resultant motion is dxp = (u(P) + v(P))dt. The 
composition of infinitesimal motions is therefore analogous to 
the parallelogram law of the composition of forces. (The earliest 
justifications of the latter presume the former.) Several geo- 
meters, including MBbius [1838], Klein [1871a], and Klein's 
student F. Lindemann [1874], had used this analogy to reduce the 
study of the composition of rigid motions in space to an applica- 
tion of statics. Killing had in fact studied Lindemann's paper, 
which extends the earlier work to the context of the rigid motions 
in Klein's parabolic, elliptic, and hyperbolic geometries 1341. 
With this traditional conception in mind, Killing asserted that 
if a space form admits m infinitely small motions 
dxp = u$') (xl,...,xn)dt, x=1 , . . . a, (2) 
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then the motion 
dx(‘) = tx;, pxux (P))dt, p=l ,...,n 
(where the 4( denote real numbers), is also possible. The con- 
ditions so far described imply that the infinitesimal motions 
form, in modern terms, a real vector space. The number m is 
called the degree of mobility of the space form if (in modern 
terminology) the m motions defined in (2) are linearly indepen- 
dent and form a basis for all possible motions. Killing restricted 
his attention to the case of finite m "just as we assumed the 
number n of dimensions is finite" [p-lo]. 
Thus far Killing had not ventured beyond the customary con- 
ventions for dealing with infinitely small motions in mechanics 
and geometry. These had proved adequate in dealing with the 
rigid motions of ordinary space or, as with Lindemann, the 
additional two non-Euclidean spaces introduced by Klein. But 
Killing was not dealing with known space forms. He was seeking 
to determine all possible space forms. Evidently sensing the 
need for additional analytical tools, he imposed a further, un- 
conventional, condition on his infinitesimal motions which implies 
that they form a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra. The pre- 
sentation and explication of the condition are extremely obscure, 
and what follows is my attempt to explain the basis of Killing's 
reasoning with greater clarity and detail than he did. For pur- 
poses of comparison, the relevant portion of the text is repro- 
duced in Appendix 4 along with a brief commentary. 
Killing began by declaring that "every motion of a body must 
still be possible for it after it has been moved in any way" and 
proceededto examine the effect of a point, x = (x l,...,xn), of 
the successive application of two infinitesimal motions, dxp = 
u,(P)do and dxp = q(P) dt. Strict adherence to the previously 
described conventions would imply that, regardless of the order 
of application, x is moved to x + dx, where dx,, = (u,(P) + uX(P))dt. 
Infinitesimal motions commute. If, however, Ml and 8$( denote the 
corresponding finite motions, they need not commute; and since 
MlMxx can differ from MXMlx, (MXMl)(~l~X) -Ineed not leave x fixed. 
Killing's vague deliberations seem aimed at determining the in- 
finitesimal motion corresponding to the "commutator" motion 
(MxMl) (MI&)-~ , which must be a permissible infinitesimal motion 
and consequently expressible as a linear combination of the given 
"basis" motions (2). Fart of the obscurity probably stems from 
the need to consider second-order infinitesimals while giving the 
appearance of adhering to the traditional convention which ignores 
them. 
The motion uI sends x into y = x + dx, where 
YP = xp + Ul 
(P) (x)da, p=l ,...,n. (4) 
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The motion ux then sends y into z = y + dy, where dyp = uX (p) (Y) 
dt. If u$c)(y) = u((c) (x + uldo) is expanded about x and higher- 
order infinitesimals are neglected, we obtain 
hlp 
dyp = (ux (p) (x) + E 
(VI 
v=1 ax, ul do)dt. 
Thus the effect of following the motion u1 by uX is to send x to 
z, where 
ZP = xp + up) (x)do + I@’ 
au(p) (VI 
(x)dt + do& +UI )dt. (5) 
V 
By ignoring the second-order infinitesimal term, we would arrive 
at the conventional conception of composition. If the order of 
application of u1 and uX is reversed, similar considerations 
show that x is sent into w, where 
(PI 
n aui 
wp = xp + u, (‘) (x)do + I+‘) (x)dt + da ‘& ;‘))dt. 7~ (6) 
V 
Now, by the traditional convention, the inverse of x -f x + dx is 
x + x - dx. By subtracting (6) from (5) an infinitesimal motion 
corresponding to (MXM,) (M,Mx)-l is thus obtained (by conveniently 
omitting the dt): 
= U,(fl’do, (PI = n 
autP) 
(v) x 
aulP) 
dXP vlX $1 t”l 
(VI ’ ) 
-xy”x 
(7) 
ax, - 
Since the motion (7) must be a linear combination of the 
"basis" motions, uX, Killing obtained the condition 
(PI 
vlX 
(PI 
= ; al.l,1xup ’ p = l,...,n, 
where the ap,lX denote real constants. The condition can be 
expressed in more familiar notation as follows. Consider the 
differential operators 
; JP) a 
Xl = p=l I 
=Tu -- (PI a 
aXP 
and xX p=i X axp 
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Then 
[XI, xx1 = pc .y + 
P 
and (8) asserts that 
[X,rXxl = ; $,1x 4, 
which is the condition that the operators Xl,...,Xm form a Lie 
algebra. By virtue of (8), at most m of the m2 motions Ulx can 
be linearly independent, and Killing sought relations expressing 
dependency. Two are immediately evident: 
up + y!(l (0) = I-J, u$’ = 0, p=l ,...,n. (9) 
In addition to these, he obtained (pp. 13-14) the less obvious: 
In the operator notation (9) and (10) become, respectively, 
rx,. XXI + [Xx, x,1 = 0, LX,, x,1 = 0 (11) 
and the Jacobi identity, 
ix, I [Xx, XA 11 + [Xx, [Xx ,x,11 + [Xx, [XlJXll = 0 (12) 
The infinitely small motions of Killing's space form satisfy pre- 
cisely the conditions defining a finite-dimensional Lie algebra 
1351. 
There are three stages to the resolution of the problem of 
determining all possible space forms, which may be appropriately 
referred to as the algebraic, analytical, and geometrical stages. 
In the algebraic stage the symbols up) forming the basis for the 
infinitesimal motions are viewed as abstract symbols satisfying 
the relations given in (9) and (10). The problem here is to 
choose the basis motions up) sothat the associated matrix of 
coefficients av,lX is as simple as possible, to facilitate determi. 
nation of the actual functions of x,u$P) = u(P) (x), from the 
differential equations (8). The solution o F these equations 
constitutes the analytical stage. At the analytical stage the 
infinitesimal motions are thus determined, and the final stage 
involves using them to describe the geometrical nature of the 
space-form. It is of course at the algebraic stage that Killing 
was confronted with what amounts to the problem of determining the 
structures of all real Lie algebras. 
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Within the confines of a Programmschrift Killing naturally 
could not discuss the mathematics of any of the stages in detail, 
for the problems involved are extremely general and difficult. 
Furthermore, although he had already worked on these problems, 
his results were far from definitive. In the essay he therefore 
chose to limit himself to what is little more than a summary of 
results for the problem of determining all n-dimensional space 
forms with m degrees of mobility when neither n nor m exceeds 3. 
Although the treatment of the algebraic stage is limited in scope 
and specialized accordingly, traces of the characteristic ele- 
ments of his later publications on Lie algebras are evident, 
especially in the discussion of the least trivial of the cases, 
m = 3. 
Killing began consideration of this case with the following 
remarks rp.153: 
For three degrees of mobility, equation (10) [an immedi- 
ate consequence of the Jacobi identity (lo)] takes the 
form 
(a 2,21 I + a3 31)'23 + (a3 32 + al 12)U31 + la1 13 + a2 23)?2 ='- I , I I 
I f  the coefficients of the quantities U in this 
equation do not vanish, then there exist in the system 
motions which are perznutable with one another. Con- 
sequently there are three distinct cases: 
I. a2,21 + a3,31 = " a3,32 + al,12 = 0, al,13 + a2,23 = 1 
II. 
%2 
= 0, a3 31 = a3 32 = 0 
I I 
III. 
52 
= U13 = 0. 
For the first condition, three real motions can 
always be chosen so that the corresponding equations 
are 
'23 
= au 
1' u31 = 2' U12 = YU3. Bu (13) 
Cases I-III are determined by the number p of linearly indepen- 
dent U and hence, in modern terms by the dimension of the derived 
algebra [36]. Case I corresponds to p = 3, Case II to p = 2, and 
Case III to p = 0 or 1. The conditions stated in I are an immedi- 
ate consequence of the assumption p = 3. Those stated in II 
also follow from the hypothesis p = 2. The condition a3,31 = a3,32 
indicates that Killing has chosen a new basis, ul, u2, u3, so that 
u1 and u2 span the clX of the original basis, ii,; ii2, ii3, and 
that he recognized the property we would now describe by stating 
that the motions spanned by u1 and u2 form an ideal (he could, 
of course, have added a3 l2 = 0 in II); that, in addition, u1 and 
, 
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u2 can be chosen so that U12 = 0 follows from the Jacobi identity 
as expressed in his Eq. (10) above. 
The resolution of the algebraic problem in Case II is espe- 
cially noteworthy. Killing wrote (pp. 15-16): 
If the simplest values of the coefficients [av,~,l are 
desired, a quadratic equation must be solved; it has 
either two real, distinct, two imaginary or two equal 
roots, and therefrom the three special cases result: 
(a) U12 = 0, U13 = ul' U23 = u2; 
(b) VI2 = 0, U13 = clul + u21 Uz3 = -ul + '=J2; 
(c) U12 = 0, U13 = ul, 1723 = u2 + "Ul. 
(14) 
The quadratic equation referred to is the characteristic equation 
of the linear transformation u + [u,u3], where u denotes a linear 
combination of ul and u2. The three special cases correspond to 
the three possibilities for the elementary divisors and the form 
of the Ulx is designed to yield these possibilities; they are 
simple canonical forms for the linear transformation ad u3: 
u -+ [u,u31. 
Admittedly the algebraic problem on this level (m < 3) is 
very special and manageable without profound methods, but even 
here, Killing's work exhibits some of the features that charac- 
terize his subsequent treatment of the general problem: classi- 
fication of systems by means of the value of p; extensive reli- 
ance on the Jacobi identity; application of the theory of elementa 
ry divisors to the characteristic equation of an adjoint mapping 
to obtain canonical forms for the "structure constants" av,lX 
and to distinguish possibilities. There are, however, no complex 
Lie algebras in Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes. Unlike Klein and 
Lie, Killing was reluctant to admit space forms on manifolds of 
complex numbers into his treatment of the foundations of geometry, 
a reluctance which continued after his success in studying the 
structure of complex Lie algebras in his papers of 1888-1890. 
(See Killing [1892, 1241.) There is some evidence, however, in- 
dicating that even before his acquaintance with Lie's transfor- 
mation groups (which act on manifolds of complex numbers), Kill- 
ing carried his investigations over to the complex case since it 
forms a more convenient setting for the analysis of the elementary 
divisors of the characteristic equation [37]. But his intention 
undoubtedly was to use the results of such an investigation to 
deal with the enumeration of real space forms. As will be seen 
in the sequel to the present study, it was the contact with Lie 
and, particularly, his colleague and assistant, Friedrich Engel, 
that encouraged Killing to pursue his analysis of the complex 
case for its own sake and to the point where it bore fruit. 
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4. RIEMANN AND HELMHOLTZ 
To gain a greater historical perspective on Killing's work 
on the foundations of geometry as discussed in the previous 
sections, it is necessary to consider more carefully its rela- 
tion to the essays of Riemann and Helmholtz. As we shall see 
more clearly, Killing drew heavily upon their work for inspira- 
tion. It is doubtful the Erweiterung des Raumbergriffes would 
ever have materialized without the essays of Riemann and Helmholtz, 
to serve as a guide. Nonetheless, *Killing's research program 
diverges in significant respects from those of his eminent pre- 
decessors, respects that are crucial in the sense that they 
involve an emphasis congenial to the algebraic problem of deter- 
mining the structure of all Lie algebras. Furthermore, it is 
in terms of these contrasts with the work of Riemann and Helmholtz 
that further manifestations of the influence of Weierstrass and 
Killing's training at Berlin become evident. 
A distinguishing feature of Killing's approach to the founda- 
tions of geometry is its extreme generality. In insisting upon 
the need to proceed from general concepts, Killing was following 
the precedent set by Riemann in his essay, "Ueber die Hypothesen, 
welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen" [1868]. Riemann approached 
the foundations of geometry through the general concept of an n- 
fold extended manifold of real numbers (xl,...,xn), in which, he 
argued tentatively, metric relations are determined by a quadratic 
differential form ds2 = CiTj=l gij(xl,.-.,xn)dxidxj. Although 
Riemann's approach was exceedingly general, it was motivated by 
physical concerns. As he explained at the conclusion of the 
essay, the purpose of the general approach was to avoid any un- 
necessary restrictions that might serve to hinder the progress 
of scientific knowledge [1868, 2861. Within the general frame- 
work he proposed, the various hypotheses of geometry could be 
objectively examined and the extent of and their basis in ex- 
perience judged. Despite the obscurity of the concluding section 
of the essay it is fairly clear that Riemann did not at all dis- 
miss the possibility that the needs of physical science might 
even require conceiving of space as a manifold of variable cur- 
vature (with zero average curvature). The essay was written at 
a time when he was preoccupied with the study of the "forces" of 
nature--gravity, light, heat, electricity and magnetism--and 
their interrelations, and there is some evidence to indicate that 
he believed the mathematical analysis of such interrelations 
might require differential forms corresponding to manifolds of 
variable curvature 1381. 
These speculations are only hinted at toward the end of the 
essay, whereas much more attention is focused upon manifolds of 
constant curvature. Such manifolds, Riemann stressed, possess 
properties in agreement with experience and our geometrical in- 
tuition: figures can be moved about freely without distortion and 
the sum of the interior angles of a triangle is independent of the 
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triangle. Modern readers of Riemann's essay are immediately 
struck by the remarks concerning manifolds of variable curvature 
in which Riemann seems to adumbrate general relativity. In the 
19th centuryr however, the essay was regarded in a different 
light. Except for W. K. Clifford's brief, sympathetic exposition 
[1870], Riemann's speculations were either ignored altogether 
or peremptorily dismissed [39]. Riemann's discussion of mani- 
folds of constant curvature impressed his 19th-century readers. 
Felix Klein expressed the prevailing sentiment, when, in his 
lectures on non-Euclidean geometry (1889) he declared that "this 
concept of an n-fold extended manifold of constant curvature is 
the most essential result of the Riemannian approach" 1401. The 
homogeneity of space and the free mobility of bodies seemed 
essential to geometry and incontovertible facts of experience. 
Just as previous generations of mathematicians had offered proofs 
of the parallel postulate, those of the second half of the 19th 
century provided many proofs that there are only three or, in 
some cases, four possible geometries compatible with experience: 
Euclidean and Lobachevskian geometry, the spherical geometry of 
Riemann, and elliptic geometry [41]. All these geometries 
correspond analytically to manifolds of constant curvature. The 
proper context for geometry was thus a manifold of constant 
curvature. The advantage of Riemann's abstract approach was that 
it brought out the significance of spatial homogeneity. Nor was 
the restriction to manifolds of constant curvature deemed highly 
restrictive. The emphasis was rather on the great generality 
and intellectual daring brought to bear upon geometry by con- 
ceiving of it in terms of manifolds of constant curvature. For 
example, it admitted the possibility of an unbounded yet finite 
space, which, to J. Rosanes, represented "most remarkably the 
height of abstraction in Riemann's train of thought" [1871, 181. 
The bounds of non-Euclidean geometry were thus prescribed 
by the concept of a manifold of constant curvature. Because local 
and global properties of a geometry were not clearly distinguished 
in the 1870's and 1880's, the geometrical possibilities in n 
dimensions thus seemed limited to (at most) the three non-Eucli- 
dean space forms (to use Killing's terminology) and Euclidean 
geometry. These space forms of course provided a rich source of 
diverse and interesting research problems and produced an ex- 
tensive literature, as can be seen from Killing's own book on 
the subject [1885b] [42]. In choosing to go beyond the realm 
of non-Euclidean space forms, Killing was not proceeding in the 
spirit of Riemann. Unlike Riemann, Killing did not envision any 
physical significance to the exploration of more general space 
forms. He shared the view of his contemporaries that the non- 
Euclidean space forms were the ones that agreed with experience: 
and in arguments with his skeptical colleague, R. von Lilienthal, 
he was even willing to admit that the geometry of Euclid is the 
only Iltrue" geometry. (See Appendix 5.) It was rather his cri- 
tical attitude toward previous treatments of the foundations 
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of geometry that led him to pursue geometry beyond the bounds 
imposed by experience. 
Killing was especially critical of the arguments given by 
Riemann and Helmholtz to establish the metrical properties of 
space. In Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes, he expressed his dis- 
satisfaction with Riemann's presentation in the following passage: 
Riemann assumes that the expression for the line 
element could be any function of the differentials 
which is always positive and which increases in a 
certain ratio when all differentials are multiplied 
by this constant. The assumption would only be per- 
missible if in measuring a line its position in space 
did not at all come into consideration. Now the 
stipulation that the length should be independent of 
its position does in no way state that the line exists 
independently of the surrounding space and can be 
measured independently of the same. Consequently, in 
my opinion, a special investigation is required to 
explore which functions are suitable as expressions 
for the line element, and I deem it a mistake that 
Riemann did not undertake such an investigation. 
[1884, 41 
This critique of Riemann's treatment of metric relations in space 
seems to echo Weierstrass' dissatisfaction with the present state 
of affairs because, according to Killing, Weierstrass conveyed 
the following viewpoint on foundations of geometry in his seminar 
lectues of 1872. 
Above all, one must strive for a purely geometrical 
foundation. If, however, one wishes to proceed fxom 
the concept of an n-fold extended manifold, the con- 
cept of a distance function can be adjoined. For 
this concept the characteristic properties would be 
specified and it would then be required to seek the 
general analytical form of such a function. 11884, 41 
These remarks suggest that Weierstrass agreed with Riemann's 
emphasis upon the primacy of metrical relations but felt that 
no one had as yet analyzed the possibilities in a sufficiently 
rigorous manner. 
In his essay [1868b] Helmholtz had already addressed himself 
to this point of Riemann's essay and attempted to show that 
Riemann's hypothesis that metric relations are given by a quadratic 
differential form could be derived from certain facts of experience 
concerning the existence and mobility of rigid bodies which pre- 
sume that spatial measurments are possible by means of congruence. 
Because these facts formed the starting point of his exploration 
of the foundations of geometry, Helmholtz explained [1868b, 6211, 
his own work lacked "the great generality" characteristic of 
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Riemann's essay prior to the introduction of similar assumptions 
(in the discussion of manifolds of constant curvature). But, 
once Riemann made these assumptions, "my results are in complete 
agreement with his." It was to support his claim of complete 
agreement that Helmholtz sketched a proof, for n = 3, of the 
validity of Riemann's assumption concerning the nature of ds 
[1868b, 625-6391. Helmholtz' proof, with its emphasis upon the 
consideration of infinitesimal motions, and his entire approach 
to the foundations of geometry, clearly influenced Killing; but 
Killing's work involved a degree of generality akin to that of 
Riemann's essay prior to the assumptions leading to manifolds of 
constant curvature. Helmholtz avoided such generality by intro- 
ducing metrical assumptions in his hypotheses. In postulating 
the existence of rigid bodies (Hypothesis II 1186833, 62211, he 
assumed the existence of an "equation" J(xl;...,xn; yl,...,yn) 
between any two points x and y of a rigid body which is unaffected 
by the motion of the body. From the existence of this equation, 
he then concluded that his third hypothesis, the "completely free 
mobility of rigid bodies," implied that n(n + 1)/2 quantities 
are necessary to determine the position of a rigid system. 
In Killing's terminology, free mobility in Helmholtz' sense 
implies degree of mobility m = n(n + 1)/2. In fact, in a prelimi- 
nary announcement of his results [1868a, 613-6141, Helmholtz used 
this terminology to explain that 
the stipulation which Riemann first introduces at the 
conclusion of his investigation, namely that spatial 
configurations [Raumgebilde] should have, without 
change of form, that degree of mobility which is assumed 
in geometry, I had introduced from the outset; and this 
stipulation then limits the possibilities of the hypo- 
theses which can be made regarding the expression for 
the line element [ds] to such an extent that only the 
form accepted by Riemann remains, all others being ex- 
cluded. 
Helmholtz had in effect assumed the existence and properties of 
a distance function in order to limit the geometrical possibil- 
ities. It was probably the general lack of clarity and rigor 
of Helmholtz' demonstration that convinced Killing that it would 
be best to begin without any assumptions about distance functions. 
As he put it in the foreword of his book [1885b, iv]: 
Attempts to create a natural foundation for geometry 
have not hitherto been accompanied with the desired 
success. The reason lies, in my opinion, in this: 
just as geometry had to abandon the concept of direc- 
tion in the sense stipulated by the parallel axiom, 
so also that of distance cannot be maintained as a 
fundamental concept, and consequently geometry must 
go beyond the non-Euclidean space forms in the narrower 
sense. 
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After a thorough investigation of general space forms, in which 
the degree of mobility need not satisfy m = n(n+1)/2, an adequate 
and appropriate conceptual framework would be at hand to deter- 
mine conditions under which a metric in Riemann's sense exists 
in a space form and to rigorously characterize the special 
Euclidean and non-Euclidean space forms to which the analysis 
of Helmholtz leads [43]. In his attempt to make Helmholtz' 
approach rigorous, Killing thus found it necessary to imbue it 
with a degree of generality commensurate with that found in 
Riemann's essay. 
In Section 2, I suggested that the discovery of non-Euclidean 
geometries and Killing's reaction to those discoveries were 
analogous to the discoveries of pathological functions and the 
attempts of Weierstrass to rigorously establish the theory of 
functions without recourse to physical considerations or geo- 
metrical intuition. I also suggested that the analogy was 
historically significant, that it colored the manner in which 
Killing dealt with the foundations of geometry. I shall now 
adduce some evidence in support of these claims. Although I have 
found nothing as convincing as an explicit affirmation by Killing 
himself, I believe the evidence is sufficient to make them at 
least plausible. In this connection and as first evidence of the 
validity of my claims, I cite the opinion of R. von Lilienthal, 
Killing's colleague for many years at Miinster: 
Weierstrass' strongly theoretical bent found in Killing, 
who, so to speak, grew up on scholastic philosophy, . . . 
a splendid sounding board. Non-Euclidean geometry, on 
which Weierstrass had given some lectures in his seminar, 
became Killing's favorite sphere of activity. [See Appen- 
dix 5.1 
Although Lilienthal offered no proof, his opinion is not lacking 
in authority because, not only did he know Killing well, he had 
also attended the University of Berlin and in fact wrote his 
dissertation under the direction of Weierstrass (cf. von Lilienthal 
I19311). 
A more direct and specific link between the Weierstrassian 
attitude toward the theory of functions and non-Euclidean geometry 
is provided by Killing himself in Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes 
when he considered an essay on the foundations of geometry written 
by the Belgian engineer J.-M. de Tilly 118801. De Tilly had 
attempted to prove that the only possible geometries are those 
of Euclid and Lobachevsky and the spherical geometry of Riemann. 
In refuting de Tilly, Killing pointed to the existence of con- 
tinuous non-differentiable functions which revealed the untenabili- 
ty of de Tilly's assumption that his distance function varies 
monotonically in a sufficiently small neighborhood. Since Weier- 
strass presented his celebrated example of a continuous nowhere- 
differentiable function to the Berlin Academy in July of 1872 
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[Weierstrass 1895, 71-741, it is likely that he also presented 
it in the Mathematics Seminar so that Killing may have had this 
example specifically in mind. In his later book on the founda- 
tions of geometry Killing invoked other Weierstrassian counter- 
examples, such as his counterexample to the so-called Dirichlet 
Principle, to support certain geometrical arguments [1893, 172- 
173; 1898, 49-54, 186-190, 209, 212-2141. 
Further evidence that Weierstrass' critical approach to 
analysis could be congenial to work on the foundations of ge- 
ometry is afforded by the example of Moritz Pasch, whose book, 
Vorlesungen iiber neuere Geometrie [1882a], was just as untypical, 
although in a different way, of the work being done on non- 
Euclidean geometry and foundations as were Killing's Programm- 
schriften of 1880 and 1884. After obtaining his doctorate from 
the University of Breslau, Pasch spent the academic year 1865-1866 
at the University of Berlin, where he attended the lectures of 
Weierstrass and Kronecker. As he explained later in an auto- 
biographical essay 119301, 91, their lectures exerted a "great 
influence" upon the development of his approach to the founda- 
tions of geometry. His unprecedented book achieved a degree of 
clarity and rigor that was in line with the emphasis at Berlin, 
as was his avoidance of any appeal to intuition in his proofs. 
There is also evidence that Pasch perceived a connection between 
the latest developments in geometry and those in the theory of 
functions. In his autobiographical notes [1930?, 81 he pointed 
out that Euclid, who had resolved the problem of the foundations 
of mathematics in his time, "was unable to go as far as we now, 
after a long development which has led to the theory of functions 
and non-Euclidean geometry, recognize as necessary." Although 
Pasch articulated this connection between non-Euclidean geometry 
and the theory of functions toward the end of his life, it is 
fairly certain it was at the back of his mind when he composed 
Vorlesungen iiber neuere Geometrie since the same year he also 
published his Einleitung in der Differential- und Integralrechn- 
ung [1882b] in which the foundations of the theory of functions 
are developed in the spirit of, and with many direct references 
to, the work of Weierstrass 1441. 
I have attempted to show that the "strongly theoretical bent" 
of Weierstrass' mathematics did indeed strike a responsive chord 
in Killing just as it did in Pasch. In order to bring out more 
fully the nature of Weierstrass' influence on work on non-Eucli- 
dean geometry and its foundations, it is instructive to consider 
the work in this area of a mathematician who was not influenced 
by Weierstrass, who, in fact was consciously opposed to the 
spirit in which Weierstrass approached mathematics. Felix Klein 
was such a mathematician. The next section is devoted to an 
examination of his work on non-Euclidean geometry. Klein's work 
is doubly significant because, despite the entirely different 
spirit in which it was undertaken, Killing was encouraged by it, 
for he viewed it as leading necessarily to general space forms. 
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5. THE ERLANGER PROGRAMM AND GENERAL SPACE FORMS 
By disavowing the primacy of metric relations in the founda- 
tions of geometry, Killing was going against the judgment of 
Weierstrass himself, as the above-quoted summary of Weierstrass' 
1872 lectures indicates. Indeed, in 1870 Felix Klein had 
presented a lecture in the Berlin seminar on Cayley's "Sixth 
Memoir on Quantics" 118591 in which he suggested in conclusion 
that Cayley's general metric, and hence projective geometry, 
might serve as the basis for non-Euclidean geometry just as it 
did, as Cayley had showed, for Euclidean geometry. Accoxding 
to Klein [1921, 50-511, Weierstrass disagreed on the grounds 
that the distance between two points must form the starting point 
for the founding of geometry. Although Weierstrass may not have 
been as adamant in his opinion as Klein's recollection suggests, 
it is certain that he felt that the distance between two points 
afforded the most promising starting point for the development 
of the foundations of geometry [451. 
Killing was absent from Berlin when Klein gave his seminar 
talk [461, but when he finally studied Klein's papers "Ueber die 
sogenannte Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie" [1871c, 1873a] between 
1878 and 1879 [473 he found encouragement for his own develop- 
ing approach to the foundations of geometry. In his brief corre- 
spondence with Klein in 1880 Killing spoke of "the close connec- 
tion between my investigations and your interesting results on 
projective space forms, ' [48] and in the postcard announcing 
the posting of a copy of Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes to Klein 
he expressed his confidence that Klein would recognize the close 
connection of their work (Appendix 3C). In Erweiterung des 
Raumbegriffes itself, Killing went on to declare that "as soon 
as the step taken by Herr Klein is followed through with complete 
consistency, only a small generalization is required in order to 
arrive at our space forms" [1884, 31. 
These remarks warrant a closer look at Klein's publications 
on non-Euclidean geometry and their relation to Killing's theory 
of space forms. We shall see that Klein's work does indeed 
contain elements that must have proved encouraging, and possibly 
inspirational, to Killing as he developed his views on the founda- 
tions of geometry. On the other hand, the works of Killing and 
Klein are lacking in any genuine affinity. When the attitudes 
and concomitant objectives behind their respective works are 
considered, essential differences emerge, differences which, in 
particular, show that Klein's research program would never have 
convinced him of the need to consider the problem of determining 
the structures of all possible finite-dimensional Lie algebras. 
Klein was not interested in consistently carrying out the approach 
he had introduced so as to achieve an exhaustive analysis of all 
the logical possibilities in the spirit of Weierstrassian thorough 
ness. Nor was it, from his perspective, a matter of a little 
generalization to arrive at the general space forms Killing wished 
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to study. By focusing upon these differences between Killing 
and Klein we shall be in a position to bring out more clearly 
and fully the link between Killing's work and his training at 
Berlin. Indeed just as Killing's work reflects his educational 
background, so too does Klein's reflect his contact with Pliicker 
at Bonn and Clebsch at GWtingen. 
The kinship that Killing sensed upon reading Klein's papers 
was naturally due in large part to the fact that they broke with 
the precedent of taking metric relations as fundamental to ge- 
ometry. But the sense of kinship has further grounds as well. 
Under the influence of Riemann's essay 118681, Klein stressed 
the importance of a more general understanding of the domain of 
non-Euclidean geometry: Just as the parallel postulate had been 
the object of careful scrutiny by the founders of non-Euclidean 
geometry (Gauss, Lobachevsky, Bolyai), so too should all the 
other assumptions that lay at the basis of our geometrical repre- 
sentations; Lobachevskian geometry "is the first step in a 
direction whose general possibility is indicated by Riemann's 
woxk" [1873a, 3121. These remarks are similar in tone to Kill- 
ing's pronouncements quoted in Sections 3 and 4 and reveal the 
common influence of Riemann's essay. 
Killing undoubtedly also appreciated the Helmholtzian touch 
in Klein's discussion of hyperbolic and elliptic geometry: the 
linear transformations which leave invariant the absolute determin- 
ing Cayley's metric are regarded as the motions of the geometry. 
For Klein these motions formed a transformation group. The study 
of Jordan's Trait& des substitutions (1870) had convinced him 
(and his friend Lie) of the important role groups of transfor- 
mations could play in bringing unity to the ostensibly disparate 
fields of contemporary research in algebra and geometry--non- 
Euclidean geometry being but one such field [49]. Klein's 
definitive expression of his views was presented in his Erlanger 
Programm [18721. There is no evidence to indicate that Killing 
ever read this work, but Klein included a preliminary sketch of 
his ideas in his paper [1873a] on non-Euclidean geometry, which 
Killing did read. In the paper we find assertions such as: "It 
is possible to speak of a definite [geometrical] treatment of a 
manifold of n dimensions only after a transformation group is 
given... H [1873a, 3181. Killing would certainly have regarded 
such statements as in agreement with the generalized Helmholtzian 
approach to the foundations of geometry expressed in his own 
Programme of 1880 and 1884 [SO]. 
Killing's declarations of a close xelationship between his 
theory of space forms are consequently understandable, but the 
above similarities belie a more fundamental divergence of attitude 
and objectives. In the first place, Klein was always concerned 
about the physical relevance of non-Euclidean geometry [1873a, 
312-3131. He later explained that although his own work dealt 
with the purely mathematical side of the subject, he never shared 
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the complete indifference to physical compatibility "which is 
often prized by modern Axiomatizers" [1921, 2531. Indeed, when 
Klein first announced his results in a paper submitted to the 
Gijttingen Academy of Science [1871b], he included a proof that 
the sixfold motions of physical space must correspond to the 
linear transformations leaving a surface of second degree (the 
infinitely distant points) invariant and hence to one of the 
three geometries (parabolic or Euclidean, hyperbolic, and ellip- 
tic) which he had derived by specializing the general Cayley 
metric [1871b, 251-2521. Klein's interest in physical problems 
and his conviction that pure mathematics is relevant to physical 
science goes back to his student days at the University of Bonn, 
where he came under the influence of Julius Pliicker, who simul- 
taneously held professorships in mathematics and physical science 
and had in fact made original contributions in both disciplines. 
Klein's intention while at Bonn was to pursue a career in physical 
science,and probably he would have done so had not Pliicker decided, 
shortly before Klein's arrival in Bonn in 1865, to halt, after 
twenty years, his researches on experimental physics in order 
to develop his ideas on line geometry, a geometry based upon the 
line as element. By turning to line geometry, Pliicker was not 
turning his back on physics in any sense; the physical relevance 
of line geometry to mechanics and optics was foremost in his mind 
r511- 
It is in the light of his concern with physical relevance 
that Klein's call for an examination of all the assumptions of 
geometry must be interpreted, for although Klein acknowledged 
and paraphrased Riemann's objective of proceeding from general 
concepts so as to avoid any unnecessary limitations in the study 
of nature [1873a, 3131, he never seems to have shared Riemann's 
vision of the physical possibility of a manifold of variable 
curvature. As noted above, Klein regarded Riemann's chief con- 
tribution to non-Euclidean geometry to be the concept of a 
manifold of constant curvature. Like Killing and the vast 
majority of mathematicians sympathetic to non-Euclidean geometry, 
Klein felt that experience implied a manifold of constant cur- 
vature, which, as already noted, seemed to greatly delimit the 
geometrical possibilities. Unlike Killing, Klein felt no com- 
pulsion to pursue the science of geometry beyond the bounds 
imposed by experience in order to rigorously clarify and es- 
tablish its foundations. 
Klein also preferred to impose limits upon the scope of non- 
Euclidean geometry for another reason. Under the influence of 
Clebsch and his students at Gljttingen, Klein had been inculcated 
with "the consistently projective way of thinking" of the modern 
geometry of the period as expounded by Clebsh [Klein 1921, 52, 
4121. The objective of his papers on non-Euclidean geometry was 
to complete what Cayley had begun in his "Sixth Memoir on Quantics" 
when he derived Euclidean from projective geometry to show that 
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"descriptive [i.e., projective] geometry is all geometry" 11859, 
5921. Klein sought to show that Cayley's dictum applied to non- 
Euclidean geometries as well. He would consequently have had 
little sympathy for Killing's program of going beyond projective 
space forms. After all, the idea was to encompass all geometries 
within the framework of projective geometry. For this reason 
Klein was not particularly enthusiastic about spherical geometry 
[52], which Killing accepted as equally legitimate with elliptic 
geometry. Spherical geometry violated the basic tenet of pro- 
jective geometry that two points uniquely determine a straight 
line. As Klein later explained 11921, 2411, the fact that 
Beltrami identified the geometry of a manifold of constant posi- 
tive curvature with spherical geometry showed how far removed 
Beltrami was from the "consistently projective way of thinking" 
that characterized his own work. 
Thus despite the appearance of great generality, Klein's 
attitude toward the scope of non-Euclidean geometry was con- 
siderably different from, and more restrictive than, Killing's. 
His concern with the need for compatibility with experience 
and his "projective bias" effectively limited his conception of 
non-Euclidean geometry to the parabolic, hyperbolic, and ellip- 
tic geometries, with spherical geometry relegated to a mathe- 
matical limbo. Later, especially because of his acquaintance 
with the discoveries of W. K. Clifford while on a visit to 
England in 1873 to attend the meetings of the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science, Klein recognized the need to 
distinguish between the local and global properties of a geometry 
[Klein 1921, 2411. He therefore revised his opinions on the 
possibilities for non-Euclidean geometries accordingly. Exactly 
when this occurred is unclear, for Klein's mathematical interests 
had turned elsewhere, and it was not until he lectured on non- 
Euclidean geometry at the University of Gijttingen during the 
academic year 1889-1890 that he began to make his revised views 
public 1531. They are of interest because, although more open- 
minded, they continue to reflect the characteristics which dis- 
tinguish Klein's viewpoint from Killing's. 
In these later pronouncements, Klein expessed with greater 
fervor his distaste for conceiving geometry so broadly as to 
transcend experience. The new non-Euclidean geometries revealed 
by carefully distinguishing local and global characteristics, 
although infinite in number, are all locally identifiable with 
parabolic, hyperbolic, or elliptic geometry. Since the differences 
occur on the global level and our experience of the external world 
is effectively limited to a relatively small portion of space, all 
the new geometries are in agreement with experience. Klein 
stressed that he used the term "non-Euclidean geometry" to refer 
to "the real discipline" of geometries compatible with experience 
"and not merely the abstract mathematical [discipline] which it 
has occasioned" 11898, 3861. Further on in the same publication 
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he contrasted "the actual geometry of our empirically given space” 
with "generalizations which have been formed and which may be 
mathematically valuable in other respects" 11898, 3861. Klein 
may well have had Killing's theory of space forms in mind when 
he wrote the above passage since by that time, and thanks to 
Klein's observation, Killing's work was recognized as a part 
of Lie's theory of transformation groups which of course was of 
considerable value for its applications to differential equa- 
tions. It should also be noted that the new geometries did not 
cause Klein to relinquish his "projective bias": the new dis- 
tinctions, he emphasized, arise naturally "with the projective 
view taken as basis [bei Zugrundlegung der projektiven Anschauunq]" 
11890, 3801. 
The research program underlying Killing's "Braunsberger 
ProgrammU was thus far removed in spirit from the Erlanger Pro- 
qranun. Certainly the differences reflect divergent personalities, 
but it is also the case that the divergent tendencies were rein- 
forced by the different educational experiences; Klein's attitudes 
were colored by his experiences at Bonn and Gattingen, whereas 
Killing's were colored by his experiences at Berlin. The Weier- 
strassian spirit underlying Killing's work also comes out through 
comparison of Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes [1884] with his 
doctoral dissertation [1872] on pencils of quadric surfaces. In 
Section 1, I indicated the manner in which Killing, by providing 
a geometrical interpretation of the theory of elementary divisors, 
transferred the Weierstrassian penchant for systematic thorough- 
ness to the realm of geometry. The research program outlined in 
Erweiterung is motivated by similar concerns: Just as the ob- 
jective of the dissertation was to determine analytically all 
the geometrical possibilities for a pencil of quadric surfaces, 
sor too, the objective of Erweiterung was to analytically deter- 
mine all possible space forms. Futhermore, the theory of ele- 
mentary divisors, which had been the principal tool in the dis- 
sertation, was also recognized by Killing as basic to his program 
of determining all space forms. Indeed it was by perceiving the 
problem in terms of the framework of the theory of elementary 
divisors that Killing gave to the study of Lie algebras a direc- 
tion completely foreign to Lie's work 1541. 
In order to add a further dimension to the discussion of 
Weierstrass' influence upon Killing along the above lines, it is 
instructive to return to the comparison with Klein. After the 
untimely death of Pliicker in 1868, Klein decided, with the 
encouragement of Clebsch, to write his doctoral dissertation on 
a topic in Pliicker's line geometry: line complexes of the second 
degree. In line geometry, a line is determined by six coordinates 
&5l&“‘““’ which are related by an equation P= 0, where P is a 
I nonsingular quadratic form. A line complex of the second 
degree consists of all lines in three-dimensional space with 
coordinates satisfying an additional equation Q = 0, where R is 
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also a real quadratic form in p1,...,p6. Klein decided to ap- 
proach the geometric study of these complexes by, first, simul- 
taneously transforming P and Q into sums of square terms by means 
of a linear coordinate transformation. Such a transformation, 
however is, not always possible; it depends upon the nature of 
the elementary divisors of IXP + 521. Weierstrass' theory was 
first published in 1868 and was not known to Klein, who, knowing 
the desired transformation was possible "in general" since the 
roots of lhP + RI = 0 are "in general" distinct, considered in 
effect only this case "as was customary at the time in geometrical 
investigations" 11921, 41. In the terminology of Section 1, Klein 
was reasoning generically, as was the custom in geometry and, 
indeed, among many practitioners of algebraic analysis as well. 
Had Pliicker been living, he undoubtedly would have approved 
Klein's study of the generic case, which involves various possi- 
bilities depending upon the number of real roots 1. But now 
Klein had to submit it to the other Ordinarius at Bonn, R. Lipschitz, 
who had been appointed in 1864 even though Pliicker favored Clebsch 
for the position. Official documents indicate that the "mathematico 
physical direction" of Pliicker's interests were so far removed 
from the "analytical direction" of Lipschitz' work that it was 
deemed unfeasible to have the mathematical seminar run jointly by 
them [551. Pliicker's coolness toward Lipschitz was undoubtedlyrein- 
forced by Lipschitz' ties with Berlin, for Pliicker felt he had 
been unfairly treated by the Berlin mathematicians [Ernst 1933, 
22-231. Lipschitz had received his doctorate from Berlin in 1853 
and regarded himself as a student of Dirichlet. From 1857 to 
1862 he was again in Berlin as Privatdozent. At that time he 
undoubtedly became aware of Weierstrass' researches on the trans- 
formation of quadratic forms I18581 which presaged his theory of 
elementary divisors and would have been of special interest to 
Lipschitz since Weierstrass' work was encouraged by Dirichlet's 
critical reworking of a theorem in Lagrange's Mkanique analytique 
1561. That would explain why, when Klein presented his results 
to Lipschitz, the latter had in his possession a copy of the 
page proof of Weierstrass' paper on elementary divisors. 
Upon learning of Klein's results, Lipschitz informed him of 
Weierstrass' paper, provided him with his copy, and "demanded . . . 
that I take into consideration all other, more special, cases . .." 
11921, 41. Lipschitz thus required of Klein the same sort of 
systematic thoroughness that was later to characterize Killing's 
dissertation. Neither his training under Pliicker nor the litera- 
ture on the "new geometry” to which Clebsh introduced him after 
Pliicker's death, however, had prepared Klein to sympathize with 
the Weierstrassian viewpoint. As he later explained, he always 
regarded the "general" case as, geometrically, the most inter- 
esting, while the remaining cases seemed to constitute "degener- 
aciesll 11921, 41. Indeed, despite Lipschitz' intervention, Klein 
still did not pursue the geometrical analysis with the Weierstrass- 
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ian thoroughness exemplified by Killing's dissertation. In defer- 
ence to Lipschitz, Klein expounded the theory of elementary 
divisors and obtained some algebraic results relating to the 
general theory. He also specified the 11 cases of the elementary 
divisors of IXP + R( corresponding to a line complex of second 
degree. But the geometrical study of these complexes is re- 
stricted to the case of distinct characteristic roots--a subcase 
of one of the above 11 cases. Furthermore, after Klein left Bonn 
for postdoctoral study at Giittingen, he completely ignored the 
theory of elementary divisors in his further papers on line 
complexes, published in Clebsch and Neumann's new journal, Mathe- 
matische Annalen 1571. 
Klein's distaste for an exhaustive analysis of all possibili- 
ties regardless of their intrinsic. geometrical interest was much 
more pronounced when it was a question of possibilities that were 
contrary to experience, as can happen when the subject is non- 
Euclidean geometry. Klein's approach to this subject was throuch 
the Cayley metric associated with a fundamental surface fi = 0, 
where Q is a quadratic form in the homogeneous coordinates of 
the manifold. There are many possibilities for the metric, and 
hence the geometry, depending upon the nature of R [58]. In his 
papers on non-Euclidean geometry Klein considered only the three 
possibilities which yielded geometries he deemed compatible with 
experience. In his lectures on non-Euclidean geometry of 1889- 
1890, other possibilities were mentioned as follows: "If we wished 
to be completely systematic, a sizable number of further special 
cases would have to be enumerated, depending upon the type of 
associated fundamental surface.... Nevertheless we proceed no 
further, since our interest lies essentially with the three 
mentioned cases" 11893, Vol. II, 2281. Concerning one such 
further case (when R is ring-shaped) Klein revealed the basis 
for his attitude: "This case is without interest for us if we 
wish to maintain the analogy with ordinary geometry” 11893, Vol. 
II, 2271. 
Elsewhere in his lectures, Klein placed his attitude in a 
broader context which explicitly brings out the contrast with 
the prevailing climate of opinion at Berlin: 
With what should the mathematician concern himself? 
Some say: certainly "intuition" is of no value what- 
soever; I therefore restrict myself to the pure forms 
[Gebilde] generated within myself, unhampered by 
reality. That is the password in certain places in 
Berlin. By contrast, in Gijttinyen the connection of 
pure mathematics with spatial intuition and applied 
problems was always maintained and the true founda- 
tions of mathematical research recognized in a suit- 
able union of theory and practice. 11893, Vol. II, 
3611. 
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In describing the viewpoint found in Berlin, Klein clearly had 
Weierstrass principally in mind. Although Weierstrass would 
have denied such an exaggerated description of his views, the 
spirit that Klein attempted so unsympathetically to describe was 
a part of the Berlin ambience, as Klein sensed, and indeed it is, 
I believe, reflected in Killing's work on foundations of geometry. 
The contrasts which Klein drew between Berlin and Gijttingen 
apply in particular to the work of Killing and Klein on non- 
Euclidean geometry. 
6. CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS 
In discussing the background to Killing's work on Lie algebras, 
I have stressed the importance of his educational background as 
well as the developments in non-Euclidean geometry. The historian 
of course cannot experiment in the manner of a scientist to con- 
firm hypotheses: the young Killing, displeased with his experiences 
at Miinster, cannot be sent along an educational route different 
from the one leading to Berlin and the nature of his research as 
a result of this different training observed. It is nonetheless 
of interest to note that another plausible educational route 
existed for Killing. The high point of his independent mathe- 
matical studies while at Miinster occurred, as noted in Section 1, 
with his reading of Pliicker's book on analytic geometry. Further- 
more one professor at Miinster held in great esteem by Killing 
was Johann Hittorf, Professor of Chemistry and Physics [59]. Now 
Hittorf had obtained his doctorate at Bonn under Pliicker's direc- 
tions in 1846 and had continued to collaborate with him in 
scientific matters as late as 1864 [Pliicker and Hittorf 18651, 
the year Pliicker decided to stop work in experimental physics 
in favor of research on line geometry. Thus Hittorf probably 
knew of the new direction of Pliicker's research interests. A 
reasonable scenario would have been for Hittorf, aware of Kill- 
ing's discontent with the possibilities in mathematics at Miinster, 
to have suggested proceeding to nearby Bonn to work with Pl&ker 
and for Killing, impressed with Pliicker's writings on geometry, 
and respectful of Hittorf's opinions, to have followed his advice. 
For whatever reasons, this scenario remains fictional. But, in 
the light of the discussion of Klein in Section 5 and his educa- 
tionunder Pliicker at Bonn, I would suggest that had Killing pro- 
ceeded to Bonn rather than to Berlin his geometrical research 
would have lacked those features that led him to his unusual 
research program on general space forms and, ultimately, to the 
investigation of the structure of Lie algebras. 
Although Killing was influenced greatly by Weierstrass' 
approach to mathematics, he lacked the temperament, time, and 
ability to carry out a careful, completely rigorous investiga- 
tion of the complex and enormously difficult problems posed by 
his research program on space forms. As we now realize, the 
mathematical problems faced by Killing in just the algebraic 
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phase of his research program are extraordinarily difficult. 
Even after the enlightening contributions of E. Cartan, Weyl, 
and many others, the structure theory of semisimple Lie algebras 
remains a highly nontrivial piece of mathematics; and beyond the 
case of semisimple algebras many open questions remain. Faced 
with the enormity of the problems, little free time, and disturb- 
ing illnesses within his immediate family, Killing was never able 
to resolve even the semisimple case with the clarity and rigor 
demanded by Weierstrass, who undoubtedly would have left the 
work unpublished had it been his own. Killing was painfully 
aware of the lack of rigor and clarity that, despite his best 
efforts, continued to plague his work. Unlike Weierstrass, how- 
ever, Killing decided, with the encouragement of Lie, F. Engel, 
and Klein, to go ahead and publish his tentative results in 
Mathematische Annalen. In view of the unprecedented approach 
Killing brought, as a Berlin-trained mathematician, to bear 
upon Lie's theory, we can be grateful that, in this respect, Kill 
ing behaved quite differently than his revered teacher. 
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7. APPENDIXES 
Appendix 1: Excerpt from a Letter of Killing to G. Mittag-Leffler, Dated Munster, 
4, August 1900 (Institut Mittag-Leffler, Djursholm, Sweden) 
Endlich sur Ihrer Anfrage! Eingehende Besprechungen i.lber die Geometric des end- 
lichen Eaumes mit W. habe ich hauptslchlich im Herbst 1877 gehabt, als ich ihm aus- 
einandersetzte, dass die Angaben van Klein-Newcomb einerseits und Helmholts-Beltrami 
andererseits dadurch richtig gestellt wiirden, dass es swei verschiedene endliche 
Eaumformen (in dem damals van mir noch festgehaltenen Sinne) g&e. Weierstrass stand 
damals gan!?. auf dem Standpunkte van Beltrami, den ohne Zweifel such Biemann geteilt 
hat. Anfangs kostet es mich einige Mtihe , ihn su meiner Ansicht su bringen; dann hat 
er aber sofort einige Untersuchungen hieriiber angestellt, wollte mir aber van ihrem 
Inhalt nichts mitteilen. In der Folgeseit drlngte er mich immer, meine Untersuchung- 
en sum Abschluss su bringen; er sprach mir wiederholt seine Anerkennung iiber meine 
Arbeiten aus und seigte mir, dass er mit ihrem Inhalt gans vertraut war. Aber wir 
kamen nur sehr selten susammen. Ich verliesst Berlin 1878 und kehrte nur selten, 
und swar nur auf wenige Tage dorthin zuriick. In regelm%sigem Briefwechsel habe ich 
nie mit ihm gestanden. .Zudem musste ich anfangs meine Eraft fast ausschliesslich 
der Schule widmen, und konnte nur wenig Zeit fiir wissenschaftliche Arbeiten eriibrigen. 
Auffallend war es mir, dass er mich Van 1878 (etwa) an immer wiederholt dringed auf- 
forderte, ich miichte die Mechanik des endlichen Raumes behandeln. 
Appendix 2: Excerpts from W. Killing, Grundbegriffe und GrundsB'tze der Geometric [1880b] 
Die Geometric hat, wie jede Wissenschaft, die b&den Aufgaben, Begriffe sn bilden 
und Urtheile su fallen. Obgleich die sweite Aufgabe bei weitem Uberwiegt, so kann 
doch die Nothwendigkeit, such der ersten su geniigen, keineswegs bezweifelt warden. 
Die Bildung van Begriffen geschieht durch Definitionen, d.h. durch Vereinigung mehrerer 
Begriffe su einem neuen: somit miissen gewisse Begriffe allen Definitionen au Grunde 
liegen, ohne selbst definirt werden su ktinnen; sie miSgen als Grundbegriffe der Geome- 
trie beseichnet werden. Damit dieser Name gewissen Begriffen beigelegt werden kann, 
haben sie somit drei Bedingungen su geniigen: erstens miissen sie de+ Geometric noth- 
wendig sein, sweitens nicht auf eine geringere Zahlsuriickgeflihrt werden k6nnen und 
drittens sur Gewinnung aller geometrischen Begriffe ausreichen. 
Mit der Ausstellung der Grundbegriffe ist aber die Miiglichkeit van Definitionen 
keineswegs gegeben. Bevor man mehrere Begriffe in einer Definition susammenstellt, 
muss die MiSglichkeit erkannt sein, sie iiberhaupt su verbinden; und weil die Verbind- 
ung einen neuen Begriff ergeben ~011, darf die Verbindung nicht nothwendig sein. In 
vielen Fallen bedarf es sudem fiir die allgemeine Giiltigkeit der Definition noch des 
Nachweises, dass ein benutzter Hiilfsbegriff "on spesiellem Charakter der Allgemeinheit 
keinen Abbruch thut. Schliesslich'ist die Einfiihrung eines eigenen Namens nur dann 
gerechtfertigt, wenn die Vereinigung der Begriffe weitere , mehr oder minder wichtige 
Eigenschaften nach sich sieht. Aber selbst Van den b&den letzten Forderungen abge- 
sehen, setzt jede Definition die beiden zuerst genannten Urtheile voraus. Diejenigen 
Urtheile (Sltze), welche nicht durch Beweise auf andere suriickfiihrbar sind, bilden 
somit die Grundlage fiir die Definitionen und die weiteren Urtheile; es midge gestat- 
tet sein, sie als Grundsltse der Geometric su bezeichnen. 
Diese Urtheile miissen im Stande win, die mit den Grundbegriffen verbundenen 
Vorstellungen in so weit au ersetsen, dass die Beweise nicht auf die Vorstellungen 
suriicksugehen brauchen. Urn su den Grundsltsen su gelangen, hat man die mit den Grund- 
begriffen verbundeqen Vorstellungen su untersuchen, bis man su einer Zahl van Urtheil- 
en gelangt, welche den Aufbau der Wissenschaft miiglich machen. 
Man kdnnte vielleicht einen Augenblick versucht sein, aus unsern Vorstellungen 
so viele Urtheile siehen zu wollen, dass die Grundsltze und somit alle Lehrsltse nur 
fiir diese Vorstellungen gelten. Aber damit wiirde man &was unmogliches.versuchen; 
denn alle S;itse der Euklidischen Geometric bleiben in Geltung, wenn man die Vorstellung 
der starren Bewegung durch ein gewisses, in sich geschlossenes System projektivischer 
Verwandlungen ersetst, bei denen eine beliebige Ebene in Deckung mit ihrer Anfangslage 
bleibt, und um ein sweites Beispiel ansufiiren, erinnere ich daran, dass die SXtse 
de+ Euklidischen Ebene fiir Fllchen mit verschwindender Eriimmung bestehen bleiben, 
wenn man die starre Bewegung durch Biegung ersetst, wo alle GrCssenbesiehungen unge&- 
dert bleiben. Wollte man aber wenigstens so wit gehen, dass man nur su einem einsigen 
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system van sztzen ge1angte, so wiirde man vielleicht mehr aufnehmen miissen, als die 
erwlhnten Vorstellungen uns bieten. Wenn man z.B. "on den Voraussetzungen, welche 
Euklid theils implicite durch seine Definitionen, theils explicite durch seine Axiom- 
ata aufstellt, nur die Unendlichkeit der Geraden und das Parallelaxiom weqllsst, so 
bieten sich im Verlauf der Untersuchung vier Miiqlichkeiten, welche stitlich, soweit 
wir es bis jetzt beurtheilen kiinnen, unserer Erfahrunq geniigen. Es ist also ange- 
bracht, als Grundsltze nur solche Wahrheiten aufzustellen, welche einen consequenten 
Aufbau qestatten und durch die Untersuchunq selbst zu den verschiedenen Mdqlichkeiten 
fiihren. Wir betrachten alle Untersuchungen dieser Art als Zweige derselben Wissen- 
schaft und bezeichnen jede einzelne MGqlichkeit mit den weiteren Folqerunqen als eine 
Raumform. Mijqen manche such der Erfahrunq direkt widerstreiten, andere nur sehr 
qerinqe Wahrscheinlichkeit bieten, so beruhen sie doch s;immtlich auf derselben Grund- 
laqe und zeigen in dem Beweisverfahren unverkennbare Aehnlichkeit. Zur eindeutiqen 
Bestimmunq einer Raumform reichen die Grundsltze nicht aus, dazu bedarf es weiterer 
Voraussetzungen, welche als EinschrLnkungssltze bezeichnet werden mijgen. 
Fiir eine einzelne Raumform darf man die Einschr;inkunqssltze als einen nothwen- 
diqen Theil ihrer Grundlaqe betrachten; aber desungeachtet sind sie "on den Grund- 
sPtzen wesentlich verschieden. Letztere lieqen allen qeometrischen Untersuchungen 
eu Grunde, so dass die Verwerfunq derselben den Aufbau der Geometric unm6qlich macht, 
wlhrend die Ersetzunq eines Satzes der ersteren Art durch einen ihm contradiktorisch 
widerstreitenden ebenfalls ein consequentes qeometrisches System nach sich zieht. 
Damit steht eine zweite Thatsache im engsten Zusammenhanqe. Die Grundsltze miissen in 
voller Allgemeinheit vorausqesetzt werden. und es ist bei ihnen unmtjglich, aus ihrer 
beschrlnkten Giiltigkeit auf die allqemeine zu schliessen; die EinschrtikungssXtze 
hinqegen z&hen, sobald sie fir einen beliebigen Ktjrper oder ein beliebiges Gebiet 
anqenommen sind, die allgemeine Giiltiqkeit nach sich. 
Der vorziiqlichste Zweck der folqenden Zeilen besteht in der Darlegunq der Grund- 
sYtze und in der Entwicklung der ersten Begriffe, der Grenzqebilde und der Zahl der 
Dimensionen. Dass fiir die Grenzgebilde das Sein (die Existenz) nicht definirt werden 
konnte, ist nach den anqestellten Grundbegriffen und aus philosophischen Griinden selb- 
StverstSndlich. 
Ein systematischer Aufbau der Geometric lieqt durchaus nicht in meiner Absicht. 
Ich habe es daher nicht versucht, in gleicher Weise, wie sich hier die Eintheilung 
der Raumformen nach der Zahl ihrer Dimensionen ergab, such die iibrigen Einschrankungs- 
satze systematisch herzuleiten; ebenso habe ich es unterlassen, den Zusammenhang zu 
entwickeln, in welchem die unsern Grundsatzen geniigenden Raumformen und ihre Grenz- 
qebilde zu den analytisch definirten Mannigfaltiqkeiten Riemanns stehen. [pp. 3-41 
1. Allcjemeine Entwicklungen 
Il. Grundbegriffe. Als Grundbegriffe der Geometric stellen wir folgende 
auf: feste Ktjrper, Theile eines Karpers, Raum, Theile eines Raumes, einen Raum 
einnehmen (decken), Zeit, Ruhe, Bewequng. 
Dass diese Begriffe in der Geometric nicht entbehrt warden kBnnen, bedarf kaum 
der Erwshnung. Zwar wurde van den Alten vielfach der Versuch gemacht, die Bewegung 
aus der Geometric zu verbannen; aber ihre vergeblichen Anstrengunqen, welche nur zu 
einer Einschrlnkung fiihrten und manche Nachtheile fiir die Beweisart im Gefolqe hatten, 
beweisen, dass der Beqriff weninqstens vorllufig nicht entberhrt werden kann.... 
52. Grundsltze. Die Ausdehnung und Undurchdrinqlichkeit der Ktirper miissen 
such in der Geometric an erster Stelle genannt werden; wir fassen sie zu einem 
Grundsatz zusammen. 
I. Jeder Ktjrper nimmt zu jeder Zeit einen Raum ein; den "on einem K&per 
eingenommenen Raum kann nicht qleichzeitig ein zweiter K&per decken. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
II. Jeder Raum (K&per) kann qetheilt werden; jeder Theil eines Raumes 
(KiSrpers) ist wiederum ein Raum (K&-per): ist A ein Theil van B und B ein Theil 
van c, so ist such A ein Theil van C, wo man unter A, B, C sowohl RBume als K&per 
verstehen kann. 
Die Unabhlngigkeit des Raumes "on dem ihn einnehmenden Kijrper fiihrt zu folgendem 
Grundsatze: 
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III. Jeder Ktirper kann bewegt werden; wenn ein Kijrper su irgend einer Zeit 
den friihern Raum eines zweiten KiSrpers deckt, so kann er sur Deckung mit jedem 
Raume gebracht werden, welchen der sweite zu irgend einer Zeit einnimt. 
Oieser Grundsats erlaubt die Definition der Congruenz fiir R&me und fiir Kijrper, in 
dem er diesen Begriff van der Z&t, und fiir R&me Van dem benutzten KiSrper unabhlngig 
macht. Oer van einem K8rper eingenomnene Raum wird mit Riicksicht auf die Beweglich- 
keit als seine Lage bezeichnet. 
IV. Jeder K&per lasst sich so bewegen, dass ein Theil desselben mit einem 
Theile eines beliebigen Raumes zur Deckung gelangt. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
V. Wenn ein K&per "or seiner Bewegung keinen Theil mit einem Raume gemein- 
schaftlich hat, aber nach derselben diesem Raum gans anqehtirt, SD qelangt er bei 
seiner Bewegung eine Laqe, in welcher nur ein Theil van ihm dem Raume angehiirt. 
VI. Wenn ein (zusmmenhanqender) Raum A in irqend zwei Theile H und N 
zerlegt ist, so llsst sich imer ein Kijrper k bestimen, welcher so beweqt 
werden kann, dass w2ihrend derselben kein Theil des Kiirpers dem Raum A verlasst, 
und k bei Beginn der Bewequng nur einen Theil van M und am Schluss derselben 
nur einen Theil "on N deckt. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VI. (a) Bei der Ruhe eines festen Kijrpers miigen Theile desselben ala2 . . . ah 
in theilweiser Oeckunq s&n resp. mit R&men A 1r 
und diese R&me lassen sich imer so bestimmen, 
A2 . . . Ah: diese Ksrpertheile 
dass beliebiqe andere Theile 
des Kijrpers nur dam aus der theilweisen Deckunq mit ihrer Ruhelaqe heraustreten, 
wenn wenigstens einer der Theile al . . . gans den entsprechenden Raum Al _.. 
verlxsst. 
Schliesslich fiigen wir folgenden Satz bei: 
VII. Wenn ein Theil a eines festen Kijrpers eine solche Lage annimt, dass 
jeder Theil Van a in theilweiser Deckung mit seiner Anfanqslage ist, so nimt 
jeder Theil des Kiirpers seine Anfangslaqe wieder an. 
Hiernach nimmt der Begriff der Laqe eine weit genauere Bedeutunq an, indem nicht 
nur der van dem Kijrper als einem Ganzen, sondern such der van jedem einzelnen Theile 
einqenommene Raum angedeutet wird. 
Wir haben jetzt zu nachweisen, dass die ange&ellten Sltze Van einander unabhlngig 
sind:... 
Den Nachweis, dass diese Sltze in der Geometric nicht entbehrt werden ktinnen, 
glauben wir nicht ausfiihren su sollen. IPP. 5-61 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
53. Der Erfahrungsraum. Folqende Einschrlnkungssltze kijnnen vollstlndiq 
oder doch mit sehr grosser Wahrscheinlichkeit als Erfahrungssltze bezeichnet 
werden: (a) die Raumform hat drei Dimensionen, (b) bei der Ruhe eines Punktes 
0 kann ein zweiter P nur auf einer einziqen FlPche P(O) bewegt werden; (c) lassen 
wir ausser 0 noch P in Ruhe, so ist noch Bewegung mijglich, bei welcher (d) jeder 
Punkt eines auf der Flache P(O) enthaltenen Linientheils sich nur auf einer 
einziqen Linie bewegt und (e) auf ihr fortschreitend in seine Anfanqslage zuriick- 
kehrt, und war n&men (f) alle Punkte dieses Flachentheils qleichzeitig ihre 
Anfangslage ein; die Voraussetzungen (b)-(f) gelten fiir alle Punkte eines den 
Punkt P enthaltenden LinienstUckes e, welches nicht der FlZche P(O) anqehart. 
rp- 121 
Appendix 3. The following transcriptions are taken from documents located at the 
Niederslchsische Staats- und UniversitBtsbibliothek Gattingen. 
A. Excerpt of Letter from Killing to F. Klein Dated Braunsberg, 27 
February 1892 (Cod. Ms. Klein 10, Nr. 193) 
Als ich im Jahre 1890 meine eben erschienene Arbeit an die Redaction des Journals 
einschickte, kannte ich "on Lie's Arbeiten iiber Geometric [Lie 1887, 1890, 18911 nur 
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die kurze Notiz in den Berichten iiber die Berliner Naturforscher-Versammlung. [Killing 
is presumably referring to pp. 187 and 312 of Tayeblatt der 59. Ver.%immluny deutscher 
Naturforcher und Arzte.] Hierin erkllrt er nur, dass Helmholtz' Annahme, der Kreis sei 
qeschlossen, fiir drei "nd mehr Dimensionen iiberfliissig sei. Da ich in meiner Arbeit 
"on qanz andern Vorausetzungen ausqehe, lag die Nothwendigkeit qar nicht "or, diese 
Sache z" citiren. HBtte ich sie aber wirklich anqefiihrt, so musste ich erwBhnen, dass 
mir Weierstrass unqeflhr Mitte der siebziger Jahre dasselbe mitgetheilt hatte (ob als 
vermutung oder als bewiesene Thatsache, ging aus seinen Worten nicht hervor). 
B. Excerpt of Letter from Killing to F. Klein Dated Brilon, 5 
October 1880 (Cod. Ms. Klein 10, .vr. 182) 
. . . Da ich Ihnen den Beweis fiir meine Behauptungen brieflich nicht mittheilen 
kann, so mijchte ich mir erlauben, Ihnen den Gang meiner Erw;igungen in Kiirze vorzu- 
flihren. Wie ich im Osterprogramm unseres Gymnasiums [Killing 1880b] bereits ausge- 
fiihrt habe, entwickle ich zunzchst die Voraussetzungen der Geometric und leite aus 
ihnen die Definition der Grenzgebilde her. Die Fortfiihrung der im ersten Teil der 
Abh. mitgeteilten Entwicklungen fiihrt z" den beiden SBtzen, dass jede Raumform eine 
stetige Mannigfaltigkeit im Sinne Riemanns ist, and dass umgekehrt jede solche Manniq- 
faltigkeit, wenn sie nicht selbst eine Raumform darstellt, ihr doch als Grenzgebilde 
anqehdrt. Damit der erste Fall eintritt, miissen offenbar besondere Bedingungen erfiillt 
sein. Die Form, in welcher ich diese Bedingungen vo+lXufig ausdriicken muss, sagt mir 
wenig z", "nd ich hoffe, einen eleqanteren Ausdruck zu erhalten. Indessen bin ich 
schon jetzt im Stande, stitliche Raumformen anzugeben, fiir welche die Zahl R der 
Dimensionen und der Grad m der Beweglichkeit angegeben ist (n?m < (n + l)2). Sobald 
mich die Form der Bedingungsgleichunq mehr befriedigt, werde ich mir erlauben, Ihnen 
weitere Mitteilungen a" machen, da ich Grund habe, anzunehmen, dass alsdann die enge 
Beziehung meiner Untersuchungen z" Ihrem interessanten Resultate iiber projektivische 
Raumformen deutlicher hervortreten wird. Dageqen wird man das Versehen, welcher ich 
in meiner Abhandlung erwlhnt habe [Killing 1880a. 266-2671, nicht besonders bemerken, 
da der Zweck Ihrer Abhandlungen mit der Frage nach der Zahl der "nserer Erfahrung 
geniigenden Raumformen nur in losem Zusammenhange steht, gleichwie such die Mitt&lung 
van Darboux den Wert Ihrer Publikationen nicht im geringsten beeintrschtigt. IPre- 
sumably the reference is to Darboux L18801, cf. Klein [18801.] 
c. Postcard from Killing to F. Klein Dated Braunsbery, 30 
July 1884 (Cod. Ms. Klein 10, Nr. 183) 
Die Abhandlung, welche ich mir erlaube, Hn Hochwohlyeboren beifolgend a" iibersenden, 
behandelt einen Gegenstand, welcher mit einem zwischen "ns vor mehreren Jahren gepflogenen 
Briefwechsel zusammenhtnqt. Ich bemerke nur, dass die Vorausetzunqen des 51 iiberfliissiq 
sind, wenn man die Darstellbarkeit durch Coordinaten entweder voraussetzt oder ander- 
weitig zeigen kann. Somit gelten die 1.2-4 fiir die damals besprochene RingflBche. Im 
iibrigen werden Sie erkennen, dass Ihre projekt. Raumformen mit meinen Ergebnissen in 
engem Zusammenhange stehen. 
Appendix 4: Excerpts from W. Killing, Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes 118841 
Die vorliegende Arbeit bezweckt, den Raumbegriff in einer Weise z" erweitern, 
welcher mir kaum weniger notwendig erscheint, als diejenige, welcher bisher vom Euklidi- 
schen Raume a" den Nicht-Euklidischen gefiihrt hat. Ich schliesse mich hier an eine 
Abhandlung an, welche ich im Osterprogramm 1880 des Gymnasiums z" Brilon vertiffent- 
licht habe, und zwar an den ersten T&l derselben. Dort stelle ich diejeniyen Begriffe 
und Urteile zusammen, welche in der Geometric nicht entbehrt und nicht auf eine geriny- 
ere Zahl zuriickgefiihrt werden kijnnen. Aus diesen "Grundbegriffen" und "GrundsXtzen" 
leite ich dort den Begriff der Grenzgebilde und der Dimension her und deute bereits 
darauf hin, dass man z." verschiedenen MiSglichkeiten qelangt. Jedes System van weiteren 
Begriffen und Urteilen, welches mit dem Grundsystem vereinbar ist, nenne ich eine 
Raumform. Als wichtigste Raumformen betrachte ich diejenigen, welche den van Euklid 
durch die ersten Definitionen implicite aufgestellten Voraussetzungen qeniiqen. AuSSer 
dem van ihm behandelten Systeme, der Euklidischen Rdumform, geniigen derselben noch drei 
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andere Systeme; um ihre enge Besiehung su den ersten Definitionen Euklids einerseits, 
aber sugleich ihre Verschiedenheit voa seiner Geometric anzudeuten, mcgen dieselben 
als Nicht-Euklidische Raumformen beseichnet werden. Dieselben ktinnen auf eine beliebig 
grosse Zahl van Dimensionen iibertragen werden. Hiermit ist aber keineswegs der Begriff 
der Raumformen erschdpft. 
Schon Vor lingerer Zeit hat Herr Klein die projektivischen Rsumformen aufgestellt 
und aus denselben durch Spesialisirung die bekannten Raumformen hergeleitet.... Sobald 
der van Herrn Klein begonnene Schritt in voller Consequenz durchgefiihrt wird, bedarf 
es nur einer kleinen Verallgemeinerung, um su unsern Rsumformen su gelangen.... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Die Grundlangen der Geometric bildeten den Gegenstand mehrerer Vorlesungen, 
welche Herr Weierstrass im Sommer 1872 im math. Seminar zu Berlin gehalten hat. Der 
Inhalt derselben, soweit er hier in betracht kommt, war etwa kurs folgender: VOT 
allem muss eine rein geometrische Begrtidung angestsebt werden; will man sber van dem 
Begriffe der n-fach ausgedehnten stetigen Msnnigfaltigkeit ausgehen, so kann man den 
Begriff der Abstsndsfunktion hinzunehmen; fur diesen Begriff wurden die characteristische 
Eigenschaften angegeben, und es wurde dasu aufgefordert, die allgemeine analytische 
Form fiir eine solche Funktion aufzusuchen. Ich glaube nachweisen su k8nnen. dass man, 
ausgehend van diesem Begriffe, durch die Entwickelung gen8tigt wird, Ubes denselben 
hinauszugehen, und dass man dann zu der van mit gegebenen Verallgemeinerung gelangt. 
Der Zusammenhang der van mir aufgestellten Raumformen mit den "on Riemann einge- 
fiihrten n-fach ausgedehnten Mannigfaltigkeiten, fiir welche ein Linienelement existirt, 
bedarf einer llngeren Auseinandersetzung. Man kBnnte denken, es bedinge einen Gegen- 
s&s, dass Riemann nur van Messung spricht, wlhrend ich die Bewegung voranstelle. 
Aber es handelt sich nicht urn die mit einem Begriff verbundene Vorstellung, sondern 
um die denselben bestimmenden SPtze (GrundsKtse), und es ist daher an sich yleich- 
giiltiy, ob man "on Bewegung oder Messung red&. NW kann die Messung such auf indirek- 
tern weye erfolyen, und aus diessm Grunde umfassen die Riemannschen Manniyfaltigkeiten 
nicht nur Raumformen unter sich, sondern such die in einer Raumform enthaltenen Grens- 
gebilde. 
Andererseits bringt sber die Einfiihrung des Linienelements eine Spezialisiruny 
herbei, welche sich bei meiner Behandluny nur ganz kiinstlich erreichen llsst (cf. 
55 u. 6 der vorl. Arbeit). 
Indessen scheint die Riemannsche Bestimmuny nach einer andern Seite hin allge- 
meiner su sein als die meinige. Riemann nimmt an, als Ausdruck fiir das Linienelement 
kijnne jede Funktion der Differentiale vorausgesetzt werden, welche stets positiv ist, 
und welche in einem gewissen constanten Verh;iltnis zunimmt, wenn alle Differentiale 
mit dieser Constanten multiplicirt werden. Die Annahme tirde nur gestattet sein, wenn 
bei der Messung einer Linie ihre Lage im Raume gar nicht in betracht k&e. Nun sayt 
aber die Forderung, die LBnge einer Linie solle Van ihrer Laye unabhlngig sein, keines- 
wegs, dass die Linie unabhlngig van dem umgebenden Rsume existire und unabhxngig "on 
demselben gemessen werden kdnne. Somit bedarf es meines Erachtens einer eigenen Unter- 
suchung su erforschen, welche Funktionen sum Ausdruck fur dasLinienelement geeiynet 
sind, und ich halte es fiir einen Fehler, dass Riemsnn eine solche Untersuchung nicht 
angestellt hat. Es wtirde mir lieb sein, wenn man meine Meinung als falsch bewiese.' 
Es eriibrigt noch, einiye Worte su sagen iiber das Werk des Herrn de Tilly: Essai 
sun les principes fondsmentaux de la geom&rie et de la m&anique (Bordeaux 1879). 
Dieses mit grossem Scharfsinn abgefasste Werk sucht aus dem blossen Beyriffe des 
Abstandes zweier Punkte nachzuweisen, dass es ausser der Euklidischen nur die Lobat- 
schewskysche und die Riemannsche Raumform [i.e. spherical geometry] yebe... Nun ist 
seine Art, den Abstandsbeyriff einsuftihren, nicht frei van Unsutrlylichkeiten. 
Abgesehen dawn, dass ein Begriff als undefinirbar an die Spitze gestellt wird, welcher 
einen definirbaren (und deshalb such zu definirenden) Begriff (nlmlich den des Punktes) 
sur Voraussetsung hat, sind mit diesem yeometrischen Begriff analytische Vorausset- 
sungen verbunden, deren Zahl nach den neueren Untersuchunyen SO gross ist, dass man 
fiirchten muss, bei diesem Ausgange sich die wahren Voraussetsungen eher su verdecken, 
als aufzukllren. Aber such die Art und W&se, wie Herr de Tilly sein System aufbaut, 
giebt su schweren Bedenken Veranlassung. Ich will davon absehen, dass trots der 
gegenteiligen Versicherung mehrmals die Anschauung benutzt wird, da eine genaue 
Erdrterung der ersten Beyriffe diesen Mange1 vielleicht beseitiyt. Abe+ einige fur 
den durchyefiihrten Aufbau fundamentale Sltze lassen sich aus dem Beyriffe des Abstandes, 
wie er dort formulirt ist, nicht herleiten. Es sind die SBtse, dass es auf jeder 
Linie und auf jeder Fllche eine "r&yion de croissance continue" yebe. Der erste "on 
diesen Sltze wiirde nur richtig sein, wenn jede stetige Funktion eine Ableitung h%tte; 
der Beweis des zweiten setzt einen Sate etwa van folgender Form voraus: “Man kann 
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jede Fl;iche an der Umgebung eines jeden ihrer Punkte entstanden denken durch Bewegung 
einer verlnderliche Linie, und die Art dieser Entstehung kann so gewlhlt werden, dass 
die Linie niemals unendlich klein wird." Da das nicht angeht, so bedarf der Versuch 
des Herrn de Tilly, ehe er als strenq anerkannt werden kann, zum mindesten einer 
bedeutenden umgestaltunq. 
. . . Die 115 u. 6 geben zu der aufgestellten Theorie die einfachsten Beispiele, 
auf welche ich mich schon des Raumes wegen glaubte beschrlnken zu miissen. Fiir zwei 
Dimensionen bieten diese Beispiele such die unserer Erfahrunq geniigenden Raumformen. 
Wlhrend aber die Nicht-Euklidischen Ebenen ein wohl in sich begrenzte Gruppe bilden, 
ist die Etilidische Bbene als ganz specieller Fall in einer grijsseren Gruppe enthalten 
diese Gruppe entMlt R&w, welche unserer Erfahrung direkt widerstreiten, aber such 
solche, welche sich der Euklidischen Ebene ausserordentlich nlhern. Diese Erscheinung 
ist keineswegs fiir meinen Ausgangspunkt charakteristisch.... [pp. 3-51 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-............ . 
53 
Gleichungen zwischen den die Bewegung definirenden Functionen 
Jede Bewegung eines KGrpers muss fiir ihn noch maglich sein, nachdem er in irgend 
einer W&se bewegt worden ist. Durch die unendlich kleine Bewegung u, sei der Punkt 
x nach einem Punkte y = x + uldo gelangt. Alsdann unterwerfen wir den Kijrper der 
Bewegung IQ. Dabei miissen aber in den Functionen ux die Variabeln x durch die y 
ersetzt werden. Dann ist: 
la1 
dy 2 = u(p) + & 
dt 
$’ g + . . . + q) . 
X 
Nun ist aber: 
( 
aucp) I autP) I 
[El dy = dxp + do dx -+...+& - . 
P 1 ax, R a+ ) 
oder wenn man die unendlich kleinen Grijssen hBherer Ordnung vernachl8ssigt. 
[VI dy = dx au,(P) + .  .  .  + u 
(II) 
au,(p) 
- 
P P 3x1 X 
dt . 
a*, 
Indem wir diesen Wert van dyp in die obige Gleichung einsetzen, sehen wir, dass 
jede Grosse $P) vermehrt wird urn 
I” u, - - 
( 
(v) a+P) (v) 
% 
aui(D1 
) 
do . 
ax, ax” 
Da die neue Bewequng sich aus den gegebenen muss zusannnensetzen lassen, so ist 
es mijglich, den zuletzt gefundenen Ausdruck in der durch (3) angegebenen Form darzu- 
stellen [i.e., as a linear combination of the II,]. Somit lassen sich fi.ir jedes 
Wertepaar I und x, welches aus den Zahlen 1 . . . m ausgewlhlt werden kann, m Coeffi- 
cienten av,lX derartig bestinunen, dass die Gleichungen bestehen: 
(4) 
aucP) 
(u) 
aup) 
Z” Ul ( (v) 1 - - UX ) -= (P) (P) 2% ax, al,lXul + *-- + a,,,xllm 
(p = 1 *** n). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Die Coefficienten B",,~ sind von den benutzten Coordinaten unabhhgig.... [pp. 
10-111 
collmentary on pp. 10-U. Equation [El is obtained by taking differentials of 
y = x + u,do, with the differentials in the sense of the motion dxp = uxp) (x)dt. ( Thus 
the final equation of dyp, namely, [yl, corresponds to Eq. (6) of Section 3 (with 
wP - % = dyp). That is, it involves application of ux at Y, which is therefore first, 
followed by u,. Strictly speaking, 
and Killing's conclusion that dx p 
su&titution of [yl into ["I would yield U,&)do = 0, 
= U,x do represents a "new motion" seems to make 
sense only in the light of the interpretation given in Section 3. Further support 
of this interpretation is supplied by Killing's observation that the condition CJIx = 0 
"sagt aus, dass nicht nur die durch diese Functionen dargestellten unendlich kleinen 
Bewegungen, sondern such beliebige endliche Fortsetzungen derselben vertauschbar 
sind" [p. 121. 
Appendix 5: The following excerpt is based on a typescript dated 2 February 1923 
and contained among the papers of F. Engel at the Mathematisches Institut, Justus- 
Liebig Universitat, Giessen,W. Germany. 
Excerpt from "Iiachruf fiir Killing" by R. van Lilienthal 
Die stark theoretisierende Richtung "on Weierstrass fand in Killing, der sozusagen 
in der scholastischen Philosophie aufgewachsen war und in Braunsberg aufs neue mit ihr 
in Verbindung kam, einen prlchtigen Resonnanzboden, nichteuklidische Geometric, iiber 
die Weierstrass in seinem Seminar einige VortrZge gehalten hltte, wurde das bevorzugte 
Arbeitsgebiet Killings. IP. 21 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hiermit haben wir im Grossen und Ganzen die Gessmmtleistungen Killings auf nicht- 
euklidischem Gebiet umrissen. Bekanntlich sind die Ansichten in Bezug auf das Wesen 
und die Berechtigung dieses Gebietes geteilt, und es gibt nicht wenige, die in ihm, 
ebenso wie in grossen Teilen der scholastischen Philosophie, nur ein Spiel mit Worten 
erblicken. Es hangt dies eben mit der Einstellung des Einzelnen zur Erkenntnistheorie 
und sum Wesen der Sprache zusammen, und da es sich hier in letster Linie um die hijchsten 
Ziele des menschlichen Denkens handelt, werden wir wohl nie z" einer allseitigen 
tibereinstimmung kommen. Ich habe Killing gegeniiber nie ein Hehl daraus gemacht, dass 
ich im Grunde seinen Ansichten nicht zustimmen kijnnte. Es war sehr schwer mit Killing 
iiber diese Dinge zu sprechen. ET, dem beim Schreiben nur so die Worte aus der Feder 
flossen, war im miindlichen Gebrauch der Sprache, im Spiel "on Rede und Gegenrede "nge- 
wandt. Vielfach hijrte er nur halb z" und konnte leicht gereizt werden.... Aber nicht 
unerwlhnt will ich lassen, dass er hgufiger betonte, die euklidische Geometric sei 
die einzig wahre. [PP. 3-41 
NOTES 
1. See Hawkins Il9721. In particular it should be noted that the structure of 
linear associative algebras {hypercomplex numbers) was already a topic of investiga- 
tion, and by mathematicians (e.g., Scheffers and Study) employing the tools of Lie's 
theory of transformation groups, but that the fruitful approach came only after and 
because of Killing's work. 
2. I gratefully acknowledge the support of the National Science Foundation. I 
am also indebted to many individuals who aided me in my search for relevant unpublished 
material. Above all I wish to thank H. Boerner and H. Bertram, Mathematisches Institut, 
Justus-Liebig UniversitKt Giessen, for their gracious cooperation. I am also grateful 
to the following: K.-R. Biermann, Akademie der Wissenschaften, DDR; S. Flugsrud, Uni- 
versitetsbiblioteket i Oslo; Dr. Haenel, NiedersZchsische Staats- und Universit~ts- 
bibliothek Gijttingen; I. Kiessling, Universitltsbibliothek Miinster: the faculty and 
staff of Institut Mittag-Leffler, Djursholm, Sweden. In addition, I also benefitted 
from the helpful comments of L. Pyenson, Universite de Mont&al, and J. Gray, The Open 
University, on a preliminary version of this essay. 
3. These essays did not have a large circulation and are now difficult to locate. 
I was unable to find copies anywhere in North America. The UniversitXtsbibliothek 
Mlinster possesses a copy of [188Obl. Lie's annotated copy of [1884] is at the University 
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Library in Oslo. Another copy is among Mittaq-Leffler's collection of offprints 
located in the attic of the Institut Mittaq-Leffler. Extracts are given in Appen- 
dixes 2 and 4. 
4. "Killing, Cartan and the Structure of Lie Algebras," Boston University 
Research Report (January, 1980). 
5. This information and that relating to Killing's educational experiences 
before coming to Berlin are taken from his "Biographische Notizen," a manuscript in 
Killing's Nachlass at the UniversitHtsbibliothek Miinster. Extensive portions of the 
manuscript have been transcribed by P. Oellers [19251. 
6. The following information on the University of Berlin is drawn from Biermann 
[19731, especially Chapter 5. 
7. It should be noted, however, that three of the four Prize Problems posed by 
Weierstrass between 1866 and 1872 had a geometrical orientation in the sense that 
geometrical considerations were the motivation for an analytical treatment of the 
matter. (See Biermann [1973, 2511.) The same is true to a certain extent of Kill- 
ing's Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes. 
8. On the matter of Killing's piety, consult the several books by Oellers listed 
in the bibliography. 
9. On Weierstrass' lectures on the foundations of analysis, consult Dugac 119731. 
10. Compared with the image we have of Weierstrass in this period, Kronecker 
seems a shadowy figure, but there is enough evidence to indicate that he was then an 
active proponent of the critical spirit associated with Weierstrass. For example, 
Pasch in his autobiography 11930?, 91 credits Weierstrass and Kronecker with instill- 
ing in him an appreciation for the critical attitude he later developed in his qround- 
breaking lectures on geometry [1882al. Also, E. Neuenschwander [19781 published 
Casorati's notes on conversations with Kronecker and Weierstrass in Berlin in 1864. 
They reveal Kronecker's active participation in the discussion of such matters as 
continuous, nondifferentiable functions, the untenability of assumptions underlying 
the Dirichlet Principle, and the existence of infinite power series which cannot be 
analytically continued outside a finite region. (Indeed, Weierstrass' conversation 
with Casorati [Neuenschwander 1978, 79-801 seems to indicate that Kronecker first 
called the existence of such examples to Weierstrass' attention. In characteristic 
fashion, Weierstrass later systematically studied such analytical expressions [18801, 
although without mention of Kronecker, who was by then antagonistic toward Weierstrass- 
ian analysis.1 For further instances of the intellectual interplay between them that 
existed in the 1860's. see Hawkins [1977b, pp. 136-1391. 
11. See Hawkins I1977b, Sects. 1-4, 61, and also I1977a, Sects. 5,61. 
12. Letter of 5 May 1875. A transcription is given by Dugac [1973, 140-1411. 
13. Killing also submitted a second essay, "Die kiirzeste Linie auf dem dreiach- 
sigen EllipsiZde, die durch zwei Nabelpunkte hindurchgeht," which solved a prize 
problem posed by Weierstrass in 1866 but not satisfactorily solved at the time. It 
was not designated as the official dissertation, however. See Oellers [1927, 2701 
and Biermann [1973, 2511. 
14. Located in the archives of Humboldt-universittt zu Berlin (P-4-36, Vorganq 
Killing). The beginning reads as follows: "Die Dissertation 'cber den Fllchenblischel 
zweiter Ordnung' behandelt eine nicht qerade schwieriqe, aber qrosse Sorqfalt und 
Umsicht erfordernde, bisher noch nicht vollstandig erledigte Aufgabe. Die erhaltenen 
Resultate sind richtiq, und die qanze Arbeit ist nach einem wohldurchdachten Plan 
durchqefiihrt. Ich wiirde sie als 'eruditionis et diliqentiae idoneum specimen' bezeich- 
nen." (I am qrateful to K.-R. Biermann for assisting me with the transcription.) 
I refer to Weierstrass' unpublished lectures, 
quadr%chen Formen" [Weierstrass, 1886-18871. 
"Theorie der bilinearen und 
The passage referred to reads as 
follows: "Interessant sind besonders die Anwendungen dieser Theorie [elementary 
divisors] auf die Flachen IIten Grades. Alle qeqenseitiqen Beziehunqen der solchen 
FlHchen $ = 0, J, = 0 beruhen auf den Eiqenschaften der Formenschaar p$ + q+. Die 
einzig erschapfende Arbeit ilber den Gegenstand van diesem Standpunkt ist die Disserta- 
tion van Killing" [p. 1951. 
16. Killing interrupted his studies at Berlin for two semesters during 1870- 
1871 in order to teach in a small Rektoratsschule in Rtithen, Westphalia, where his 
father was then Biirgermeister. The school was threatened by extinction through lack 
of faculty, and Killing taught in all subjects, sometimes as much as 36 hours per 
week. See Oellers [1925, 27; 1927, 2701. 
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17. Killing is the sole source of information concerning these lectures. See 
Killing [1878, 74 n; 1880a, 273; 1884, 41. 
18. See Peters [1860-18651. The relevant portions of the correspondence are 
specified by Sommerville [1910, 361. 
19. For newly published documenfs shedding light upon Riemann's influence on 
the Berlin mathematicians, see Neuenschwander [1978, 32, 32 n. 41. It should be 
noted in particular that Kronecker published a paper on curvature in n-dimensional 
manifolds 118691 in response to Riemann's essay on the foundations of geometry. 
20. According to Biermann [1973, 113 n. 1491, "an der Berufung van H. van 
Helmholtz 1871 hat Weierstrass massgeblich mitgewirkt.' 
21. The standard works on the history of non-Euclidean geometry are Stlckel 
and Engel [1895, 1899-19131 and Bonola [19121. See also Gray [1979]. 
22. See Hawkins [1975, 42-541. 
23. Piqued by Frischauf's oversight of his work, Klein wrote a harshly worded 
review of the book for Fortschritte der Mathematik [18781. Klein's review seems to 
have provided the fillip for Killing, sensing an obligation to defend a book that 
he had reviewed favorably, to carefully examine Klein's publications on non-Euclidean 
geometry. This occurred sometime after Killing had written his first paper on that 
subject [18781. 
24. The letter is dated 4 August 1900 and is located at the Institut Mittag- 
Leffler, Djursholm Sweden. The German text is given in Appendix 1. 
25. Judging by Killing's presentation [1878, 73-741, Weierstrass' coordinates 
grew out of Beltrsmi's representation of a space of constant, positive curvature 
[1868bl. 
26. See the German text of Killing's letter to Mittag-Leffler in Appendix 1. 
27. Killing writes as follows 11878, 821: "Obwohl eine solche Anschauung in 
der projektivschen Geometric seit langem gebr;iuchlich ist, hat man es bisher unter- 
lassen, auf dieser Vorausetzung eine vollst;indige Geometric aufzubauen. Diese Miiglich- 
keit stellte sich mir dar, als ich aus einigen Bemerkungen des Herrn Weierstrass den 
Schluss zag, dass die Grundbeqriffe und die frsten S;itze der Geometric mit unseren 
Vorstellungen verbunden werden tinnen, wenn wir statt des Punktes die Ebene als 
Element auffassen." Cf. Killing 11898, 224, 235-2371. 
28. In a letter of 27 February 1892 to Klein, Killing stated that in the mid- 
1870's Weierstrass indicated to him that Helmholtz' "monodromy axiom" is superfluous 
for spaces of three or more dimensions, although he could not recall whether this 
had been presented by Weierstrass as a conjecture or a proven fact. (See Appendix 
3A for German text.) Weierstrass' formulation of the analytical problem of the 
foundations of geometry in his 1872 seminar lectures also seems to represent a response 
to Helmholtz' essay [1868bl. (See Section 4.) 
29. See, e.g., Lobachevsky's proof of Proposition 18 in [18401. It should also 
be noted that Helmholtz' decision to actually develop the foundations of geometry on 
the basis of empirically given properties of mobile rigid bodies was anticipated by 
Ueberweg [lSSll, although his work was not generally known in the 1860's and 1870's. 
30. In 1866 Hoiiel had published a French translation of Lobachevsky [18401 and 
portions of the Gauss-Schumacher correspondence. 
31. The correspondence was prompted by Klein's harsh review cl8781 of Frischauf's 
book [18761 and Killing's rejoinder [1880a, 266-2671. See note 23 above. Killing's 
letters to Klein in 1880 (dated 13 April and 5 October) are located in Klein's Nachlass 
at GBttingen (Cod. Ms. Klein 10, Nr. 181-182). Altogether there are 18 letters from 
Killing (1880-1896). I have been unable to locate Klein's part of the correspondence. 
A portion of the German text of the letter of 5 October is included in Appendix 3B. 
32. See Killing's postcard to Klein dated 30 July 1884 (Appendix 3C). 
33. See Helmholtz [1868b, 625-6361 or the clearer (albeit no more rigorous) 
exposition of Helmholtz' proof by Frischauf 11876, 123-1291. 
34. Killing I1880a, 282; 1883a, 101. Killing was probably prompted to read 
Lindemann's paper because of his interest in carrying out Weierstrass' suggestion 
that he study mechanics in non-Euclidean space forms. (See Killing's letter to Mittag- 
Leffler quoted in Section 2.) On the composition and commutativity of infinitesimal 
motions, see, e.g., MSbius [1838, Sect. 91 and Lindemann [1874, 841. 
35. In a letter to F. Engel (29 March 1886) Killing stated that he had discovered 
the Jacobi identity no later than 1879 and originally proved it as in Erweiterung des 
Raumbegriffes 118841. Portions of this letter and other portions of the correspondence 
of Killing and Engel are presented in the essay referred to in note 4. 
36. Killing formally introduced p in print later [18861, 71, although it is 
clear from that work and the above determination of cases that he used this number 
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as a principle of classification from the outset of his investigations. 
37. The evidence is mainly from the Killing-Enqel correspondence and will be 
presented and analyzed in the paper referred to in note 4. I suspect Killing in- 
vestigated the easier complex case with the intention of using the results to resolve 
the real case. See Killing [1886, 71. 
38. See Riemann's Werke [1892, 507-508, 520-538, 547-5491 and also Speiser 
[19271. 
39. Proofs implying that physical space is a manifold of constant curvature 
were given by Helmholtz [1868b] and Klein 11871bl. Beltrami [1868b, 4251 seemed to 
regard space as a manifold of negative curvature in which, however, the radius of 
curvature was for all practical purposes infinite. Even Ricci, the creator of the 
mathematical machinery of general relativity, apparently limited "general geometry" 
to spaces of constant curvature [1902, 3911. Ricci saw the superiority of the "metric- 
differential" approach to geometry in its extra-geometrical applications in the realm 
of mathematical analysis and its applications to mechanics [1902, 402-4031. (Compare 
Ricci and Levi-Civita [19001.) Indeed, it was largely from a purely analytical view- 
point that the mathematics in Riemann's essay was developed in the 1870's and 1880's. 
J. Ho&l [18761 regarded geometry as a physical science and the invariability of 
figures in motion as a fact of experience which ruled out the a priori conceivable 
geometries of variable curvature I1876, 71-721. B. Erdmann, who sought to develop 
Helmholtz' philosophy of space in Die dxiome der Geometric 118771, considered the 
possibility that space had variable curvature but dismissed it peremptorily on the 
grounds that it was not very likely and that Riemann's speculations thereon were very 
vague. He ended by positing constancy of curvature as an essential property of space 
[1877, 58-681. In his discussion of non-Euclidean geometries in La science et l'hypo- 
these [19021, Poincard also stressed the importance of the superposability of figures 
and peremptorally dismissed Riemann's infinitude of geometries of variable curvature 
because they were incompatible with such a property. Somewhat earlier [18871 he used 
Lie's theory of groups to show that in two dimensions only three geometries were 
compatible with experience: Euclidean, Lobachevskian, and spherical geometry. As 
Freudenthal noted [1962, 6211, Poincarb seemed to become more open-minded about qe- 
ometries of variable curvature after studying Hilbert's Grundlagen der Geometric? 
(1898). An elaborate philosophical argument for the necessity (in a neo-Kantian sense) 
of the axioms of spatial homogeneity and free mobility was provided by Bertrand Russell 
in [18973. Whatever the merits of his argument, Russell was justified in his belief 
that his work was based upon the latest mathematical developments [1897, 5-61 since 
most research on non-Euclidean geometry was restricted to spaces of constant curvature. 
(See note 40.) 
40. Klein 11893, Vol. I, 2121. In a similar vein, Klein wrote much earlier 
that investigations such as those on non-Euclidean geometry had proved useful to pure 
mathematics: "In erster Linie erweitern die Untersuchunqen den Kreis unserer mathe- 
matischen Beqriffe. So haben die Betrachtunqen iiber Parallelentheorie, qanz allgemein 
zu reden, einen wesentlich neuen Begriff qeliefert, den Beqriff einer beliebig aus- 
qedehnten Manniqfaltiqkeit "on konstantem Kriimmunqsmasse" [1873a, 3131. 
41. I am aware of mathematical proofs by Helmholtz [1868b], Klein [1871bl, de 
Tilly Il8801, and Poincarg 118871. see note 39. 
42. See also Loria 118881 for an idea of the nature and extent of the literature. 
43. After a detour--of unexpectedly long duration--into the realm of Lie algebras 
and their structure, Killing returned to his theory of space forms 118921. Using 
his and Lie's results on transformation groups, he studied the special class of "proper 
space forms" [1892, 1591 which satisfy an additional, eighth, axiom [1892, 1301. These 
space forms are essentially an n-dimensional generalization of what Killing termed 
"der Erfahrunqsraum" in 1880. (See Appendix 2.1 Killing argued that proper space 
forms have degree of mobility n(n + 1)/Z and admit a metric ds in Riemann's sense. 
From the fact that an infinitesimal motion must' leave ds invariant, Killing deduced 
the equations defining what is now called a Killing vector field 11892, 1671. Using 
these equations, he concluded that the proper space forms have constant curvature. 
In this way he sought to clarify Helmholtz' deliberations. Despite his best inten- 
tions, Killing's work lacks precision and clarity. After he had read Killing's 
Erweiterung des Raumbegriffes 118841, Klein convinced Lie to consider the problem 
raised by Helmholtz' essay in the light of his theory of transformation groups [Lie 
1887, 1890, 18911. For more recent work on the "Riemann-Helmholtz space problem," 
see Freudenthal 11956, 19611. The Killing equations formed the starting point for 
the more general study of isometry groups (intransitive as well as transitive) of 
Riemannian manifolds by Bianchi, Ricci and Fubini (1897-1904). The older results 
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along these lines are expounded and referenced in Struik [1922] and Eisenhart [19331. 
For modern treatments, see E. Cartan [1963] and S. Kobayashi 119721. To place a 
modern perspective on cur discussion of the relation between Killing's space forms 
and Riemenn's essay, we note in particular that the isometrics of en n-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold form a Lie transformation group which has degree of mobility 
n(n + 1]/2 precisely when the'manifold has constant curvature. Since for n > 2 
transitive isometry groups exist with degree of mobility less than the maximal value 
n(n + 1)/2, even within the context of Riemannien manifolds, Killing's theory of 
space forms goes far beyond the geometries of constant curvature. 
44. See Pasch [1882b, 47 n, 55 n, 179, 173 n, 1791. 
45. In his unpublished lectures, "Ausge";ihlte Kapitei aus der Funktionenlehre" 
[1886], Weierstrass' viewpoint is expressed less dogmatically: "Man hat nun in der 
Geometric den Begriff des Abstandes zweier Punkte als denjenigen enerkannt, der sich 
em leichtesten definieren 1Wsst und auf den sich wirklich gute ErklXrungen griinden 
lassen" [p. 971. 
46. See note 16. 
47. See note 23. 
48. Letter to Klein dated 5 October 1880. See Appendix 3B for the German text. 
49. For a discussion of the early work of Klein and Lie on transformation groups, 
see Wussing [1969, 123-1711. 
50. Even more would Killing have agreed with statements such as the following 
from the Erlanger Progrsmm: "Nach Analogie mit den r%nnlichen Transformationen reden 
wir van Transformationen der Msnnigfaltigkeit; such sie bilden Gruppen. Nur ist nicht 
mehr, wie im Raume, eine Gruppe vcr den Ubrigen durch ihre Bedeutung ausgeseichnet; 
jede Gruppe ist mit jeder anderen gleichberechtigt. Als Verallgemeinerung der Geometric 
entsteht so das folgende umfassende Problem: Es ist eine Mannigfaltigkeit und in 
derselben eine Trasformationsgruppe gegeben; man sol1 die der Mannigfaltigkeit ange- 
hBrigen Gebilde hinsichtlich solcher Eigenschaften untersuchen, die durch die Trans- 
formationen der Gruppe nicht gelndert werden" [1872., 4631. With Klein, however, the 
general viewpoint has a different purpose, namely that of providing a unifying frame- 
work for the proliferation of geometrical theories of his day, including, e.g., the 
theory of invariants. He did not seriously regard it as a necessary point of view 
from which to explore the foundations of geometry by exhaustively specifying all the 
possibilities for groups acting on manifolds. This point will become clearer in what 
follo"s. Compare also remarks on Klein by Freudenthal 11968, 2261. 
51. See the documents quoted by Ernst 11933, 381 and Pliicker's papers 11865, 
sects. II, IV; 18661. 
52. Klein's discussion of spherical geometry [1873a, 3241 is limited to the 
remark that "die Kugel ist . . . nicht das einfachste Bild fiir eine Mannigfaltigkeit 
van positivem konstantem Kriimmungsmesse," and that the simplest is his own model [1871c, 
sect. 101, according to which points of the geometry are straight lines through the 
center of a sphere and a line consists of all such points lying in the plane of a 
great circle. In this Pliicker-type geometry, two points uniquely determine a straight 
line. 
53. In addition to his lectures 118931, Klein expressed his views in various 
articles 11890, 1894, 18981. Stimulated by Clifford's discovery of a two-dimensional 
manifold of zero curvature which is finite in extent, Klein went on to uncover the 
existence of infinitely many geometries of constant curvature with global distinctions. 
Killing enthusiastically accepted and studied the new "Clifford-Klein Space Forms" as 
he termed them [1891]. .In typical fashion, however, Killing pushed the geometrical 
analysis beyond what Klein felt were the bounds imposed by experience [Klein 1928, 
2561. For a ZOth-century analysis of geometries on a manifold of ccnstant curvature, 
see wolf 119741. 
54. This point will be developed in the paper referred to in note 4. 
55. See the documents quoted by Ernst 11933, 34-351. 
56. For details see Hawkins 1197733, 129-1301. 
57. See, e.g., Klein 118701, especially p. 53. The geometrical investigation 
of the nongeneric cases became a task for one of Klein's doctoral students at Erlangen, 
A. Weiler 118741. 
58. All the possibilities seem to have been studied first by Sommerville [1910]. 
59. See Killing's autobiographical remarks on Hittorf es quoted by Oellers 
[1925, 221. 
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